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Chicago Times, July 20.j
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Fhe day alter Crook’, party returned from
their hunt, the General, expecting the wagon
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M v dimmer eyes meet far-off rays
llis all immortal is ion saw
That inner word-the Dawn of days—
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Ami friends of old tloat through the dreams
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peopled air mid fairy ground.

veil, quick

1
Oh, he’s coming directly toward us !”
The gentleman sauntered leisurely along
toward the one shaded seat near the fountain, glancing carelessly at his sister-inlaw in passing, taking no notice of her
companion, and seated himself. Not a
suspicion touched him of the quick little
breaths he could almost have heard or the
bright eyes peeping at him through a
gray veil like two stars through a pearly
mist.
Mrs. Atherton watched him with interest.
“There isn’t much the matter with
him,” was her cool mental comment. “He
is rather handsome and decidedly manlyInoking. Dresses well, too; looks clean,
which is an excellent thing in a man.
1
like his taking a morning walk, and 1 like
his coming to look at a fountain. It shows
good habits and a love of Nature What
in the world is that woman
mooning
about for ?”

MAINE, THURSDAY, AUGUST 10,

VuMBEH

1870.
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the world would call much of it." slm when that woman came to sit by you.
j
said. “But if 1 were to behave so, would I When i saw you put the rose in your buthe consider it a tritle ?”
j (onhole I felt so bad that 1 went oil' to a
“Oh, but we are expected to be more hotel and stayed all day. 1 imagined you
scrupulous than men. We shouldn't wish were being very well amused without me.
them to have the delicate sensitiveness of If you had come, dear, and found me takwomen."
ing a rose and a smile from a man you
"1 agree with yon. Carrie.
But he and disapproved of, wouldn't you have lelt agI had an understanding about this wogrieved ? Carrie said it was nothing, ami
man, and both kept her at an equal dis- she lias scolded me. but you know—” She
tance.
Site resented it in me. but net in stopped, for her voice was too tremulous
him. Ol course that never was worth a to go on, and, besides, all was said.
moment s thought to 1m1, for he was on I
1 lien; was not a
sign nl contusion m liis
my side and maintained my dignity and | taco, only astonishment, pain, and perhaps
his own. And do yon not see that bv per- ! a touch of indignation. He seated himself
mitting her this liberty in my absence he hy her and took her hand, “Is that all the
lias humbled me before her. and estab- eonlidenee
my wife has in me r1” 1m asked.
lished a sort of understanding with her? “I don’t wonder you were displeased—
She believes that lie will tell me nothing you had reason and a right to lie—hut if
of it. Oh, it is a tritle to the world, but you had come directly l*» me. it would
it has taken away the charm of my life, have been lietter.
Anne, you have seen,
lie s a good man, as the world goes, but actually, the
only fault of which 1 have
the world goes in a very mean way. If 1 been {tidily, and you went ju-i a minute
had not, believed him to ho ft 11 ideal man, too soon to see me atone for it. Let me
1 would never have married him."
tell you all. IVrhaps 1 may have answered
She rose, and began to p ii-e the room
her salutations when we met on the stairs
as she talked:
"I have never admitted or in the street with more
politeness than
that there should he two laws, one for belore. 1 don't know
why, unless tor that
men and one for women, and I never will
reason, she has come out here several

A Crown Princo at Moukegan.
The New Voik Sun publishes the following clever yarn, which will do to tell
to others than the mariner*.
Wo should
not like to vouch for the truth of it, however. despite the
saying that truth is
stranger than fiction—

0.
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anil shovels as well as spades
abounded, the proper conjunction of
blonde, spade, and club and diamond was
wanting,and l'lorcstan Jacques was forced

to

depart

in

disappointment.

On board the yacht in Belfast harbor, a
night or two later, as the Prince was sit-

in the cabin brooding over the unfortunate obscuration of his destiny, for
he could find in the wide world no other
place in longitude 7" that answered the
■•Mon——” requirements, Ilowgntc, who
had been aimlessly turning over the pages
ot the •■Atlas ol the World."
suddenly
whistled.

ting

train every moment, determined to send out
a reconnoitering
party along the base of the
mountains northwest to discover where the
Indians were* ami to take a general observation
of the country. Lieut. Frederick \V. Sibley of
Company F, Second Cavalry, with twenty-live
picked men drawn from the regiment, was detailed to accompany the scouts, Frank Grouanl
and Baptiste l'ouricr, on the iveonnoissunce.
John Becker, a mule packer, who had some
experience as a guide, wa> aBo of the party.
The scouts had ventured forward sonic1 tweniy
miles two nights before, but mi v Indians and
returned. An ollicer ••ame around to my tent
on tin1 morning of July G and informed m« of
the plan, lie said a party were going in the
direction of the Little Big Horn river, northwest. and if no Indians were discovered they
would proceed still further. -Vs I was sent
out here
to ski; thk count it y

and not to dry-rot around camp, I made up
my mind to go with Sibley, who i> a tine young
officer and a son of the late Col. Sibley of Chicago. I ol> uned Crook's permission, which
he appeared rather relmtant to give, and was
ready t-» start when the party mustered at
noon,
l-’arh of ii-, carried loo rounds ot ammunition and enough provemh r to last a week.
1 lie scouts led us to camp on Uig • ioos«; Creek,
but thirteen miles from < amp Cloud l‘eak,
where we remained until night. When evening had sufficiently advanced our little parly,
thirty men. all told, moved forward for the
most part on the old Kurt C. !•’. Smith road,
(Jrouard keeping a sharp lookout from every
vantage point ahead. The full moon rose upon us by s o'clock, and we continued our ride
along the foot of the mountains until '1 o’clock
that morning. Then we halted at a point seven
iniics from Little 15ig Horn, in Montana, and
fully forty miles from our pe.manent camp,
half-corralled our horse- ami slept until day-

Bootiibay Harbor, Mo., July 20. Day
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The manner ot dream, Mloreslan summed up as lollows
up,
ammunition, and tired wildly. Hut thev were
healthy growth
apos- see any one.”
moment.
last night by a daring gang of English fast
tles gazing at her from the facade,
i lie
surrounding us. \\ e had lough! them and
And Mrs. Atherton found herself swept
Then, when the lirst compliments were love-making among them is strange. the practicable information he had receiva
who
arrived
in
this
Sit i isi ; Vo! v. I t:; I-.
vicinity
burglars,
kept them at hay lor two hours. Inmi half-past
A eorrespond- beautiful column ot Santa Maria MagWhen
alilicted
witli
dart
the
seated
in
a
the
he
stairs,
and
imthe
whom
chamber,
became
ilis
future
pleasant
:
Cupid’s
ed
over,
LTineess,
up
wile,
questions again
few days ago on a schooner from Halifax, 11 until half-past 1 o'clock, but they were
•t ( oi, ■man's Rural World I'll mi sins
gn re lined its statue into the air, and the and her bonnet and mantle taken olf.
minent, Mrs. Atherton had an inspiration. young men go about wearing their blank- was to lead to the altar within a twelve- which
twenty to mu* one, and we knew that unless a
a
-ii i.r statement of his experi- (till campanile and the cupolas welcomed
passed as a pleasure vacht of an special
“I’m sorry to give you such a bad re- ‘■I have a whim which you two people ets in such a manner as to cover up all month, was a blonde, to he distinguished
Providence interpo-i-d we could never
Italian 1‘rinee.
The (leorgetown Bank can v our
1 hen the train rolled into the station
: Ii transplanting trees ot different
her.
the
head
lives avvav with us. We were looktile
but
so
welcome to Rome!
You will be
ception,
except
eyes, and, having in some occult manner by a diamond, a losses ate about
good as to indulge me in,” she
in notes and se- ing i>ealh full in the face, and so close that we
$nT,000
troin one to lour years from tin1 and tlie door of their carri tgo was opened.
the
ob
of
their
must be very tired and
ailed
Don’t said. "Anne and i left our luggage at the spied
ions, they spade, and a club, and she lived in a place
ject
hungry.
eurities, while thesavings bank institution could 1'erl lii> cold breathe upon our foreheads
•M e will leave our luggage to send for lose
VIt« r setting out several hundreds
your appetite on my account, nor station, thinking to walk home, but slip up behind her quickly, throw the called Mon-, somewhere in longitude loses
(lie loss failing heavily and his i.-v grip upon our hearts.
"I'-liard, lie prefers the one year afterward." Mrs. Francis said, “and, if your rest. After you have had breakfast changed our minds. Now, i wish you to blanket over her head also, and holding 7
latitude unknown. Now, Monaco, his on tileeverything, who are
“No st ItlHiNHKK !"
mostly poor
depositors,
1 hey arc taken up more nearly you do not object, we will walk to the lie down awhile.
I will take this sofa: show your gallantry, Mr. Francis,
by per- her tightly around the waist, compel her native city, answered the. lirsl require- fishermen. The leader ol the gang, a was the word parsed from man to man. liaeh
a .....re roots, are set
If won t take ten minutes, and 1 i must have time to think. I want to 1
to listen to the soft accents ot love. Incase ment, and fell within a
quicker, and house
me
to
to
so
of
the
station
or
the
go myself
degree
mitting
and gentlemanly appearing Eng- one of its would hav < ldovv n out his own brain*
In ked in growth.
t
Three years should so like to sin prise Arthur by going
gather up the fragments and see what is | while you remain here. I am an old trav- ot a popular belle, they will sometimes proper longitude. Mast Greenwich, lint plausible
lish man.calling himself 1 in wgale.uocount- rather than fall alive into Indian hands. A
si t
In
out one year trees from the
into the room before he knows 1 am in
line
at
the
door
of
themselves
in
a
left me.”
wound would have been the same as
1
can
a
sort
of
and
Italian,
in
he
could
lind
no
in
the
town
blonde
range
ail
eler,
speak
gay
etl for the presence of the yacht in these disabling
l'he\ now measure six to
death. 1 had often w ondered how a man fed
Mie li id controlled all sign ot agitation ten minutes 1 will lie at the corner there her wigwam, and when she comes out damsel with a diamond, a spade, and a
eight Home, lie is sure not to expect us for a
obsome
and
waters
extravagant, story,
when he saw inevitable, sudden doom before
,i
in circumference a foot above tin:
by
week or two.”
but the nal color in her cheeks, but the
with a carriage to take you up.”
pass her from one to the other as she in club whom his heart indicated as the “is
tained entrance to the best society at the him. 1 know it now, for 1 had no idea of esmid. and se\oral boro last year. At the
•Site did not say it, of course, lint for smile was as dead in her face as if she had
She gave him no time tor objections, turn disburdens her surcharged heart. to be.”
After some weeks, vainly spent
an 1 could iioi have suthuvd more if an
cape,
hotels here. Jewelry and valuables are
u i,
growth is less rapid, two years the whole journey she had been planning never smiled. She
art.
gave the waiter iiis but walked rapidly away. "All’s well that The}' have been known to keep a girl this in the search, in turned his attention to
Irom many of the hotel rooms Indian knife or bullet had pierced my In
missing
lie prefers corn lor his or- to come suddenly upon her husband for
i\ lie best,
all
So it was w ith all of us.
It was one thing to
orders, criticised the breakfast when it ends well,” she muttered. "He’s a good way
day long. Lastly, the language the maps and charts in the library of his this morning, and a Boston
of
the
It
is
the
lir-t
gentleman
I>rath
in
on
account
the
Hash
of
face
mid>t
of
excitement.
,id.
thorough eulti- the delight of seeing
joy- came as if she cared whether it were good fellow, and ns fond of Anne as need be. I of the Indian is well known to be pictur- lather’s palace.
named Wiley, who cashed for Ilnwgate a quite another thing to meet him in almost cold
n
it receives, a practice adopted by ful surprise in his lace when site should or bad, and even
and no one can appreciate the
to
taste
the
was
afraid
this
ol
esque,
but
I'll
In
a
northern
risk
them
Jrelnml.
close
county
pretended
morning,
draft amounting to $1,100, finds himself blood, with the prospect of your dishonored
... tlm lies! eastern orehardists.
lie appear.
coffee her sister entreated her to take. now.
grace of their oratory without having seen under the seventh parallel of West Greenthe possessor of a forged, and, of course, carcass being lirst mutilated and then left to
I' what he terms "tree butchers,” litlazza uci imiimi,
Mrs, Atherton’s theory was that any trou“You are come just in lime, Anne,” her it. and even in ordinary conversation their wich longitude, Florestan discovered a
uey worn lino me
feed the fox ami tlie vulture. After a man
worthless paper. Much indignation is exwhere the tall foiintain was waving to and ble may be borne as
sees the skull and erosslnuies as our parly
pniniiig doing best in that region.
long as one eats and husband said, tor I made up my mind this gestures are profuse. It is the very poverty town or village known to angels and men pressed hero at the duplicity and mendac- once
saw it on the afternoon of duly 7, no subse1‘ro in the sunshine and the breeze, one drinks, and that a well-sustained
has morning to start for England to-morrow. of their language that makes it sound po- as Monaghan.
body
of
grim mortality can possibly
A-■ miivr.w. liiiMsi;,
Am! old New moment standing like a gigantic leather a medicinal effect on a sick heart, ller 1 had
ity
llowgate, if that is ids real name. quent glimpseinof the
begun to think you would never etic; tints, for “the ship sails,” having
same manner.
“My father!” he exclaimed with unWell, the
impress him
i-uglander once remarked to us when wo bound by a jeweled ring, then Hinging first pathetic prayer to her afflicted friends come back of yourself.”
neither the word “ship” nor “sails,” they usual animation,
into the aparteternal shadows were fast closing around us,
rushing
i'< 'I
him to pinch hack his blackberry out its spray in a cloud, and catching the was
“the
on
the ment where the Prince ol Monaco was
wind makes the boat run
She had resumed her seat, and he stood say
The Servians have been defeated before the bullets were hitting nearer (*very moment,
stereotyped: “l)o try to eat someand
•miles, to keep them within bounds ami rainbow oil' in a swift flight to stretch it thing, dear;” and wherever the Church before her to see her better—the sweet water,” thus bringing in two of the naturamusing himself playing solitaire, “Mv Retina and also at Nissa. The Sclavistie
Till’. IXIHAN Y 1.1.1,
ueiki them hear better, “That's so! 1 can Irom gray arch to arch of the old ruins be- went with her
spiritual consolations this face, the uplook swift and bright, the elo- al elements in that one sentence. It is father ! 1 have found it.”
committee in Moscow have issued an ad- was growing stronger and tioiver, when a hand
member when I lived down at l>nrt- yond.
noticeable that when we sometimes exkind soul would have gone side by side quent, wordless replies, the
the
exremoteness
of
the
Undismayed lay
changeful
was laid on my shoulder, and a soldier named
• oit h. that
“II anything could have been wanting,
we always found most blackarmed with ealf’s-foot jelly. She found pression.
press ago by so many summers, they unpronounceable town, or by the assur- dress solemnly promising a general up- Kufus, mv neighbor on the skirmish line, said,
"•n ies on the bush that the old cow had
il would have been a rainbow,” the young herself, however, a little in awe of this
“so
we
and
when
“This morning?” she echoed.
his
of
Russians
and
armed
intervenof
lather
that
winters,
the inhabitants of rising
always say
•‘The rest, are retiring. Lieut. Sibley tells us
ances
say
•■r'.wsed down.” We lately saw another ex- wife said, “but as everything was perfect, light-headed young woman whose man“Yes. This morning 1 took a sudden many days since,” they say “so many Ulster were barbarians who would cook tion if the Servians were defeated. Five to do the same.” 1 quietly withdrew from the
oiiph* in a Western paper, where a farmer this is a beautiful superfluity. Come! we ner had suddenly become so peremptory, disgust of life and of myself, and resolved nights or sleeps.”
and eat him, Florestan set sail in his thousand Montenegrins attacked a Turk- friendly pine tree which had kept at least a
dozen bullets from making havoc of my body,
"ad set out a hundred apple trees in an- can see it all another time: now—
Oh, did not venture to urge her too much, suf- to be off. I sat on the very bench where
carrying with him an atlas ol the ish post at Ranzana. The Montenegrins “(io to \otir saddle-bags and take all your amyacht,
min. and was advised to cut the shoots Carrie!”
lered her to leave the table the moment you sit. If 1 had but known you were so
A French doctor claims that one hall'of world and a tirm belief in his destiny.
alter a sanguinary engagement lied to munition,” said Sibley as I passed him. "We
iek,to eounter-balance the necessary cutLooking to find what had provoked this they were alone, and had almost betaken near!”
At Cowes he secured the services of Mr. their intrenehnients.
the so-called drowned persons are buried
going to abandon the horses. The Indians
They bad 200 killed. are
ting of the roots in taking them up. 15ut exclamation, Mrs, Atherton saw a gentle- herself to rest, as commanded, when she
“Did you drop this rose?” she asked, alive, and that they may be brought to life Ilowgate, to whom ho communicated all At the recent
interview the are all around us, and we must take to the
Sattzburg
he declined.
rocks on foot. It is
In the winter a cow broke man strolling into the piazza from the op- detected a slight tremor
pass over the pushing the poor withered thing out with by proper treatment after having been the particulars of bis quest, and who en- emperors William and Francis Joseph
" ami
I III'. ONLY CIIANCK.
cropped the tops of twenty live or posite side, liis head slightly bent to shade form lying stretched in the shady corner her foot.
“several hours under water.” Mis remedy tered heartily into his plans.
agreed that the maintenance of non-inI did as directed, but felt a pang at leaving
thirty, and the winter lining severe, these his eyes from the sun, his hands clasped of the room, and saw the small clenched
“I threw it there,” lie replied almost is to pour out the water, pour in and inject
The Santa Maria then proceeded to liel- tervention was impossible in view of the
noble beast, which was bleeding from a
oid a few others,were the only trees which behind his back.
She had no need to ask hand that held the veil across her sister’s
“that or another.
And you alcoholic stimulants and use a whip ener- fast, Ireland, and the young Prince hastened massacres and bloodshed now occurring. my
sharply
wound in the side. We dared not shoot our
'urvived. The others had more top than who he might be. The love and delight face.
wouldn’t believe, dear, who gave it to getically, or hot irons in bad cases. lie by railroad to Monaghan, a considerable All the
for that would discover our movement
Russia
have
dehorses,
powers except
hey could carry, and whipping about in sparkling in Anne’s face told plainly
The Celtic beauties clared Roumania’s demands unreasona- to the enemy, (irouard advised this proceed“My dear,” she exclaimed, going to me.”
says that life remains longest in the intes- town in the interior.
die wind, they did not grow. We would
With a celerity which was only possible
She looked up earnestly in his face: “I
her, “you are making much of a triffo.”
enough.
tines, and that they may be stimulated to of Monaghan were scrutinized, but, alas! ble. The Grecian government will pro- ing.men
cot however recommend the
to
for life, and to escape a
“Stand between me and him Carrie.
Anne throw off the pretence of sleeping saw her give it to you Arthur. We came such an extent by heroic treatment that to no purpose. Although the place boast- test
cow-pruning
the Forte’s colonizing 70,000 dreadful struggling
against
fate, our part/ obeyed their orders,
tor general
Give me your and sat upright. "I am not
Don’t let him see me yet
this
and
I
adoption.
what
was
the
near
heart
will
resume
its
actiou.
and
ed many blonds,
morning,
making
very
although clubs, and Circassians near the Greek frontier.
you
and, in Indian tile, retired through the wood
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and fallen trees in our rear toward the east,
a volley and some scattering shots before
moved out, t > make the Indians believe we
were >iill in position. Our horses were evidently visible to the savage*—a circumstance that
facilitated our escape.
We ran for a mile
through th«‘ forest, waded Tongue river (the
headwater.*) lip to our waists and gained the
rocks of the mountain ridge, where no Indian
] *n\ eouiil follow u*, when we heard five or
\ sc-ivring
volley* in succession. It was
th-* liual lire ul tin* Indians before they made
their charj at our “late corral” to gel our
“U'e are safe for the present,” said
< <:ouard, with a grins -mile, “but let us lose no
tinu* in ]•lining more rocks between us and the
Whim Antelope.**
\Y<* followed his advice
with a fe« ling of thankfulness which only men
m '•udi trial* can ever know,
llow astonished
tli• Indian* mu.*! have been when thev ran in

tiring

TiLDEN AND HENDRICKS,

we
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l»ll> not get
I

a
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single scalp.

under such circumstances as we were
<1 in we had a little laugh at their expense.
had escaped one danger only to en-muter another. Fully lorty-iive miles of mountain. ruck and forest lav between us and Crook’s
amp. We could not carry a single particle of
food, and had to throw away everything superfluous in the way of clothing. With at least
»*» '!» Indians behind us and uncounted precibefore us. wp found our rifles and 100
]'*•■<
umF «»l ammunition each a sullicient load to
0 ry. The brave Crouanl. the ablest of scouts.
inducted < iu re'reat. and we marched, climb< d aud tumbled over
places that at other times
v. odd Lave been impossible to us, until mid1 in n we halted under an immense pile
night.
:
acks mi the top of a mountain, and there
witnr-scd one of the most terrible wind storms
that ran be imagined. Long before dawn we
wi re again stumbling through the rocks and
forest, and at daylight reached
veil

;
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The Letters of

Acceptance.

New Youk, Aug. 4. The fallowing is Gov.
Tiklen's letter of acceptance:—
Allanv, N. Y., July 31, 3870.
Gentlemen—When 1 had the honor to receive a personal delivery of your letter on behalf of the Democratic* National Convention,
held on the 28th of June at St. Louis, advising
me of mv nomination a* the candidate of the
constituency represented by that body for the
oliice of President of the United States, I answered that at my earliest convenience and in
conformity with usage I would prepare and
transmit to you a formal acceptance. 1 now
avail myself of the first opportunity in unavoidable occupation to fulfil that engagement.
The Convention before making its nomination
adopted a declaration of principles, which as a
whole seems to me a wise, exposition of the necessities of our country and of the reforms needed to bring back the Government to its true
functions, to restore purity of administration
and to renew the prosperitv of the people, blit
some ot these reforms are so urgent that they
claim more than a passing approval.
REFORM

IN

amounted to nearly $74,000,000. The current
of precious metals which has flowed out of our
country for the eleven years from July 1st,
1805, to June 30th, 1870. averaging nearly $'70,000,000 a year, was $832,000,000 in the whole
period, of’which $017,000,000 was the product
of our own mines.
To amass the requisite
quantity, hy intercepting from the current flowing out of the country, and by acquiring front
the stocks which exists abroad, without disturbing the equilibrium of foreign money markets. is a result to be easily worked out
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CANYON

in the mountain by what is called the eastfork ot Tongue river. Most of our men
wen* too exhausted to make the descent of the
canyon, so Crouard 1 d us through an open
\ a.my down by the river, on the left
bank, for
tw-i milt
as hard as we could go. fur if dF•! then1 by the savages we could only
h-dt and die together. Fortune favored us, and
wo in
:Hu* right bank of the stream unob>
r
i. F-ing then about twonty-tivc miles from
d\’s headquarters, in our front w re the
; aius «»i the eastern slope, full of hostile Inv in-, wbile our
only avenue of escape was to
icd. over the tremendous precipice which
’rac'd the right side of the canyon. Hut the
'I mu!h '> Urouard wig equal to the crisis,
lie
lit«1 that gigantic wall diagonally, and led us
a oug .i men*
not
more
than
a
foot
squirrel path
w ide. witii an ah\ ss oMi) foot below, and ii sheer
v. ail of ju. k 200 feet high above us.
Alter ail
ieiiiF" hereulean toil we gained the crest and
-aw tin
of
tieabout
mountain,
point
twenty
mu'S distant, where lay our camp.
I bis, as
\ be imagined, was a biF>ful vision, but we

cut

The necessity of a reform in the scale of public expense, Federal, State and municipal, and
in the modes of Federal taxation, justifies all
the prominence given to it in the declaration of
the St. Louis Convention. The present depression in all the business and industries of the
people, which is depriving labor of its employments and carrying want into so many homes,
has its principal cause in excessive governmental consumption. Under the illusions of a specious prosperity, engendered bv the false policies <if the Federal Government, a waste of capital has been going on ever since the peace of
ls<;5. which could only end in universal disaster.

ern

•>

>

were
WLTII

A’lIGl'E,
I soiii" ul us were almost famine stricken.
; tie- indefatigable (irouard would not
\
stop
I’otil W" reached the eastern foot hills, where
we made a dive into the valley to obtain water.
<>.ir only refreshment on that
hard, rugged
t'uad. > arc iv h l we slacked our thirst when
(irouard h-d Us up on the hills again, and we
had barely reached the tetnber w lien, around
i!.
locks ol the point wo had doubled shortly
t- fore,
appeared another strong party of Sioux.
1 hi> made u- deperate.
F.verr man examined
r;F ill" and looked to his ammunition.
We all
t- It that life won; 1 lie too dearly purchased by
finih»-r flight, and, foliowing the example of
It M

nir.

IiKaI*

r.i: vvi

1

vorx»; siulfx

1 ih<- tw> gallant scouts. We took up our
['o>ii, .u among tin- rocks on a knoll we had
readied determined to sell our li\es as dearly
possible. **Fin ity.” said >ible> to me,“\ve
me m bard lm*k : but. damn them, we’ll show
tin* led scoundrels 11ow white men can die.
Hoys turning to the soldiers), we have a good
position; let every shot dispose ot an Indian.”
At that moment not a man among us felt any
inclination to get away. Desperation and rev iige bad usurped 11n place of the animal insi met to present our list's,
in Mich moments
mind is superior to matter and soul to the
an

nerves.

Hut we w-. re spared the ordeal. The Sonix
tailed to observe us. as very fortunately, tln-v
did not advance high enough to lind our trail,
but kept eastward on the lower branch of
tie- Tongue river. Thoroughly worn our. we
ad fell asleep, excepting the tireless scouts,
and awoke at dark somewhat refreshed. Not
a
man ot us. Sioux or no Sioux, could endure
tin* mountain journey longer, so we took our
thirty jaded, hunted lives in our hands and
'truck along the valley, actually wading Hig
Goose Cre< k up to our armpits at ;> o’clock
vaiidax morning, the water being as cold as the
mountain snow could make ii.
Two men.
> rgcant Cornwell and Private Collins, were
too exhausted to cross, so they bid in the brush
until we sent two companies of cavalry alter
tin in when wc reached camp. After crossing
Hig bouse we were nearly a dozen miles from
mir camp on Little Goose Creek, and you
may
judge how badly we were used lip When it
took lour hours io make six miles.
The rocks
had skinned our Dot and starvation had weakened our frames. Only a few were vigorous
enough t< push on. At o o’clock we saw
A

FIAY

MG Hi: INDIANS,

but we took no pains to conceal ourselves
further.
They evidently mistook us for a camp
< mi guard, and.
being only a handful, kept awav.
At 7 o'clock wc met some cavalry out hunting
and we st nt into ramp for horses, as most of
ttn men could walk no further.
Captain !>•■
*'»* es and Howelle ot the Second
Cavalry came
m.it to us with led horses, and we reached
amp at 10 o'clock Monday morning amid congratulations from every -ide. The men who
( reek were
r< maile d at <.oo-r
brought in
><mie hours later.
Tims, after passing through
incredible danger and great privation, every
man of our thirty, uuwounded as by a miracle,
bund bim-elf safe in ( amp Cloud Peak, surundid by comrades.
For conducting this
ir. ai with sticli consummate success Frank
i'" u an I deMT\<'s the highest place
among the
outs of the American continent.
The oldest
"four Indian lighters, including Col. Koyall,
"ticur in
saying that escape from danger so
imminent and appalling in a manner so sueessful is unparalleled in the history of Indian
warfare.
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Kentucky

Elections.

Sweeping Democratic Victories.

Montuomi-.ky, Ai a Aug. 7. Returns
limn various parts ot the State indicate a
sweeping Democratic victory.

Houston's
for Governor will not bo loss
than 20,000, and will probably
go much
higher. 1 be Democrats have made gains
from every pait of the State that lias been
hcaril lrom, and will have a large mn|oril\ ill the Legislature.

majority

.Monu.!:, Ala.. Aug.
The election
passed if without any disturbance. This
'•minty gives over 1.700 Democratic maJonty. 1 lie returns from the State, as
tar as heard lrom, indicate
large Democratic gains
flie Democrats claim tlie
State by 20,000 majority.
MontilOJtr.nv, Ala., Aug. 7. The returns -bow Democratic gains every u here.
Juiougli have been received to warrant the
i.

that the Democratic majority
will in 80,000.
Many counties heretofore
Republican send Democrats to the Legislature, and the majority on joint ballot,
will be very large,
flic vote by Congressional districts show seven of them Democratic and one Republican. As Jar as
heard lrom there lias not been a disturbance in the State.
statement

Cinc innati, Aug. 7. lo I’. M.
This is
all the Kentucky election that we can
gather up to this hour—
Paris—The election is unusually quiet.
Charles 1 Talbot (Deni), was elected
Sheriff by about duo majority, a Democratic gain over the Presidential election,
when Barbour county
gave Grant 120 ma-

jority.

l ayette County—It is reported that Thomas (Dent.) is elected
Sheriff by 800 majority in this city—a
Republican loss on the Presidential vote
of odO.
Jessamine County—Democratic majority, 50.

Lexington,

Campbell County—'the

returns are in-

The Democrats have undoubtcarried the county by increased ma-

complete

edly
jorities.

Kenton County—The full Democratic
ticket is elected by largely increased majorities. in Covington the Democratic
candidate for Sheriff has 1-100 majority.
Rolan (Deni.), for Marshal, has 2000 ma-

jority.
Locisviij.e, Aug. 7, Midnight.

Spe-

cials to the Courier-Journal indicate Democratic gains almost everywhere in Kentucky. Lexington gave a Republican majority somewhat less than at previous
elections.

Louisvii.lk, Aug. 7. In the Congressional race to-day Ilenry Watterson was
elected by an overwhelming
majority,
only a few scattering votes being east for
Hardy, the Independent Democrat. The
Republicans had no local ticket in the
held. Aplu was elected >Sherill; Young
Henry Clay was beaten for Prosecuting
Attorney by a few voles.
Argus says that Hon.
Camden, Monday negotiated
The

Edward Cushing of
the Camden village
bonds issued in aid of the new hall, in Cortland, at
101, they bearing six per cent. Work on the hall
will comrneuce immediately.

The explosion at Hell Gate, New York harbor,
will occur Sept. 5th. The explosives used will consist of uitro-glycerine, dynumite and rendrock, 05,
000 pounds in all, and the discharge will occur simultaneously to obviate any severe shocks, as well as to
render the blast effective. The excavations are to
be llooded with water.

Dudley Bunker of Trenton, a sturdy old farmer, a
short time since passed the night under the same
roof witli his children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren, and great great-grandchildren, making in
all, live generations. He was 04 years old some
time in April last, and is still hale and hearty.

THE FEDERAL TAXES

of the last eleven years reach the gigantic sum
of £4,500,000,000.
Local taxation has amounted
to two-thirds as much more.
The vast aggregate is not less than £7,500,000,000. Thi enormous taxation followa d a civil conflict that had
greatlv impaired our aggregate wealth and had
made a prompt reduction of expenses indispensable. li was aggravated by the most unscien.tic and ill-adjusted methods of taxation that
increased .he sacrifices of the people far beyond
the receipts of the Treasury. It was aggravated, moivov. r, by a tinancial policy wbicti tended !<• diminish the energy, skill and economy of
production and the frugality of private consumption. and induced miscalculation in business and an mm munerative use of capital and
Kven in prosperous times the daily
labor.
wants of industrious communities press closely
their
upon
daily earnings. The margin of possible National savings is at best a small percentage iif National earnings. Vet now for these
eleven years Governmental consumption has
been a larger portion of the National earnings
than tin* whole people can possibly save even
in prosperous times lbr all new investments.
ini;
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itt down von: kmt.nsks and i.ivi: within von: incomi:.

I would, give all the legerdemain of finance
and linancieriiig. I would give the whole of it
tor the old homely maxim: “Live within your
incomi*." This reform will he resisted at every
stop, but it must be pressed persistently. We
see to-day the immediate representatives of'the
people in one branch of Congress, while struggling to reduce expenditures, compelled to confront the menace of the Senate and the Executive. I'nless the objectionable appropriations
be consented to. the operations of the Government thereunder shall sutler detriment or
t ease.
Iu my judgment, an amendment of the
< on-titution
ought to be devised separating into distinct bills the appropriations for the various department- of the public sen ice, and excluding from each bill all appropriations for
other objects and all independent legislation.
In that way alone can the revisory power of
each of the two houses and of the Executive he
preserved and exempted from the moral duress
which often compels assent to objectionable appropri ttion- rather than stop the wheels of the
Government.
thi: south.

accessory cause,enhancing the distress in
business, i> to he found in the systematic and
unsupportable misgovernim-nt imposed on the
States of the .South,
besides the ordinary effects of an ignorant and dishonest Administrait
tion
Juts indicted upon them an enormous issue of fraudulent bonds, the scanty
avails of
which were waited or stolen, and the existence
of which is a public discredit, tending to bankAn

ruptcy or repudiation. Taxes, generalh oppressive, in some instances have confiscated the
entire property and totally destroyed its marketable value. It is impossible that these evils
should not react upon the prosperity of the

whole country. The Holder motives of humanity concur with the material interests of all in
requiring that every obstacle he removed to
\

|

m:uok>

present public calamity, but they
never wen doubtful, never invisible.
They
were necessary and inevitable, and were forewhen
the
seen and depicted
waves of that liftitioiis prosperity ran highest.
Jo a speech made by m on the 2bh of Sepi( was said of these taxes: They
tember,
hear heavily upon every man’s income, upon
and every business in the counindusirv
every
try. and year by year they are destined to press
.-till more heavily unless we arrest the system
that gives ri.-e to them.
It was comparatively
easy when values were doubling, under repeated issues of legal-tender paper-money, to pay
out of the froth of our growing and‘apparent
wealth these taxes; but when values recede
and sink towards their natural scale the taxgatherers take from us not only our income,
not only our profits, hut, also a portion of our
capital. 1 do not wish to exaggerate or alarm.
I simply say that we cannot alford the costly
and ruinous policy of the radical majoriry of
Congress. \Vc cannot alford that policy toward
the South. We cannot alford the magnilieent
and oppressive centralism into which our Government is being converted.
W>* cannot alford
the present magnilieent scale of taxation. To
the Secretary of the Treasury l said, early in
1 nOo, there is no royal road for a Government
more than Id:* an individual or a corporation.
What vou want to do now is to
•are

j
I

comi'i.km-: am> dluaiju:

j:i:<

oncii.ia

ion

between kindred populations, orn-e unn.itunilly estranged, mi the ba>is recognized by the St.
Louis plaltonn. of the “Constitution of the
United Slates with it amendments universally accepted, as a linal settlement of the controversies which engendered civil war.”
Hut in
aid of a result so benilicent the moral influence
ot every good citizen, as well as every Governmental authority, ought to be exerted, not
alone to maintain their just equality before tin.*
law, but likewise to establish a cordial fraternity and good-will among citizens, whatever
their race or color, who are now united in the
one destiny of a common self-government.
If
the duty shall be assigned to me. 1 should not
tail to exercise the powers with which the laws
and the Constitution ol our country clothe its
chief magistrate to protect all its citizens, whatever their former condition, in every political
and personal right.
CURRENCY REFt»R.M.

Reform is necessary, declares the St. Louis
Convention, to establish a sound currency, restore the public credit and maintain the National honor, and it goes on to demand a judi-

cious

system

of

preparation by public,

econo-

mies, by oilieial retrenchments and by wise
liuance. which shall enable the nation soon to
assure the whole world of its perfect
ability and
it" perfect readiness to meet any ot its promises
at the call of the creditors entitled to payment.
The object demanded by the Convention is a resumption of specie payments on the legal tender
notes of the United States.
That would not
only restore the public credit and maintain the
public honor, but it would establish a sound
currency for the people. Tin? methods by which
this object is to be pursued and the means by
which it is to be attained are disclosed by what
the Convention demanded for the future, and
by what is denounced in the past.
HANK NOTE lSESt MOTION.

The resumption ot specie payments i>v the
Government of the United States on its legaltender notes would establish specie payments
by all the banks on all their notes. The official
statement made on the 12th of May shows that
the amount of the bank notes was $300,000,000,
loss $20,000,000 byr themselves.
Against these
$280,000,000 of notes the banks held $141,000,000 of legal-tender notes, or a little more than
50 per ceil', of their amount, lint they also
held on deposit in the Federal Treasury, as security for these notes, bonds of the United
States, worth in gold about $1100,000,000, available and current in all the foreign money markets. In resuming, the banks, even if it were
possible for all their notes to be presented for
payment, would have $500,000,000 of specie
funds to pay $280,000,000 of notes, without contracting their loans to their customers or calling on any private debtor for payment. Suspended banks undertaking to resume have
usually been obliged to collect from needy borrowers the means to redeem excessive issues
and to provide reserves. A vague idea ot distress is, therefore, often associated with the
process of resumption; but the conditions
which caused distress in those former instances
do not now exist. The Government has only
to make good its own promises, and the bank's
can take care of themselves without distressing anybody. The Government is therefore the
sole delinquent.
LEGAL-TENDER RESUMPTION.

The amount of the legal-tender notes ol the
United States now outstanding is less than
#370,000,000. besides #34,000,000 of fractional
currency. How shall the Government make
these notes at all times as good as specie? It
lias to provide in reference to the mass which
would be kept in use by the wants of business,
a central reservoir of coin adequate to the adjustment of the temporary fluctuations of international balances, and as a guaranty against
transient drains artificially created by'panic or
by speculation. It lias also to provide for the
payment, in coin, of such fractional currency
as may be presented for redemption, and such
inconsiderable portions of the legal tenders as
individuals may, from time to time, desire to
convert for special use, or in order to lay by in
coin their little stores of money.
RESUMPTION NOT DIFFICULT.

To make the coin now in the Treasury available for the objects of this reserve, to gradually
strengthen and enlarge that reserve, and to provide for such other exceptional demands for
coin as may arise, does not seem to me a work
of difficulty. If wisely planned and discreetly
pursued it ought not to cost any sacrifice to the
business of the country. It should tend, on the
contrary, to a revival of hope and confidence.
The coin in the Treasury on the 30th of June,
including what is held against coin certificates,
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NOTHING BECAUSE
unable to make any calculations

MEN DO

they

are

which they

on

safely rely. They undertake
nothing because they fear a loss in everything
they would attempt/ They stop and wait. The
merchant dares not buy for the future consumpcan

tion of his customers. The manufacturer dares
not make fabrics which may not refund his outlay; lie shuts his factory and discharges his
workmen. Capitalists cannot lend on security
they consider safe, and tin ir funds lie almost
without interest; men of enterprise who have
credit or .securities to pledge will not borrow;
consumption has fallen below the natural limits
Prices of many
of a reasonable economy.
things are under their range in frugal specie
the
war.
Vast masses of
before
times
paying
currency lie in the banks unused. A y.ar and
a half ago the legal tenders were at their largest
volume, and the twelve mill ions since retired
have been replaced by Iri sh issues of liftcen
millions of hank notes. In the meantime the
hanks have been surrendering about four millions a month, because they cannot find a prolitable use for so many of their notes.

With respect to whatever surplus of legaltenders the wants of business may fail to keep
in use. and which, in order to save interest,
will be returned for redemption, they can either
be paid or they can be funded. Whether they
continue as currency or be absorbed into the
vast mass of securities held as investments is
merely a question of the rate of interest they
draw. Even if they were to remain in their
present form, and the Government were to
agree to pay on them a rate of interest making
them desirable as investments, they would
THE PUBLIC MINI) WILL NO LONGER ACCEPT
cease to circulate and take their place with
SHAMS.
Government, .State, municipal and other cor
porate and private bonds, of which thousands
It has suflered enough from illusions—an inof millions exist among its. In the perfect ease sincere
policy increases distrust, an unstable
with which they can be changed from currency
policy increases uncertainty. The people need
into investments lies the only danger to be to know that the Government is moving in the
guarded against in the adoption of a general direction of ultimate safety and prosperity, and
measure intended to remove a clearly ascer- that it is
doing so through prudent, safe and
tained surplus, that is, the withdrawal of any conservative methods which will be sure to inwhich a.e not a permanent excess beyond the flict no new sacrifice on the business of the
wants of business.
Even now, mischievous country. Then the inspiration of new
hope
would be any measure which affects the public and well founded confluence will hasten the rewith
the
fear of an apprehended storing
imagination
process of nature, and prosperity will
scarcity in a community where credit is so begin to return.
much itsed. Fluctuations of values and vicisThe St. Louis Convention concludes it> exsitudes in business are largely caused by the pression in regard to the currency bv a declaraeven before those beof
beliefs
men,
temporary
j tion of its convictions us to the practical resultliefs can conform to ascertained realities.
of the system of preparations it demands. It
amount of necessary currency.
says:—
We believe such a system, well devised, and above
The amount of necessary currency, at a given
time, cannot be determined arbitrarily, and all entrusted to competent hands for execution,
at no time an artiticial scarcity of currencv.
should not he assumed on conjecture. That creating
and at no time alarming the public mind into a withamount is subject to both permanent and tem- drawal of that vaster
machinery of credit by which
porary changes. An enlargement of it, which i'G per cent, of all business t ransactions are performseemed to be durable, happened at the begin- ed—a system open, public and inspiring general
ning of the civil war by a substituted use of confidence—would, from the dav of its adoption,
currency in place of individual credits. It va- bring healing on its wings to ail our hara>s«-d inries with certain states of business; it fluctuates dustries, set in motion the wheels of commerce,
with considerable regularity at dillerent seasons manufactures and the mechanic inarts, restore emto labor, and renew
all its natural
ol the year.
Jn autumn, for instance, when ployment
sources the prosperity of the people.
buyers of grain and other agricultural products
The Government of the I'niled States, in nn
begin their operations, they usually need to
borrow capital or circulating credits bv which opinion, can advance to resumption of >peeif
payments on its legal-tender notes by gradual
to make their purchases, and want these funds
in currency, capable of being distributed in and safe processes, tending to relieve the pressmall sums among the numerous sellers. The ent business distress. If charged by tin.* people
additional need of currency at such times is live with the administration of the Executive office,
1 should deem i! a duty so to exercise the powor more per cent, of the whole volume, and if
ers with which it lias been or may be invested,
a >urplus beyond what is required for ordinary
by Congress as best and soonest to conduct the
use does not happen to he on hand at the money
country to that benctivent result.
centres a scarcity of currency ensues, and also
It was in refCIVIL SERVICE REFORM.
a string' ucy in the loan market.
( rein*'- to such experiences that in a discussion
The convention justly affirms that reform iof tnis subject in my annual message to the
necessary in the civil service; necessary to itNew York Legislature of Jan. f), 1*75, the sugpurification; necessary to its economy and its
gestion was made that the Federal Government efficiency; necessary in order that the ordinary
is bound to redeem every portion of its issues
employment of the public business may not be
which the public did not wish to use. Having a
prize fought for at the ballot-box; a brief reward of party zeal, instead of posts of honor,
ASSUMED TO MONOPOLIZE THE SUPPLY
assigned for proved competency and held for
of currency, ami enacted exclusions against lidelitv in the
public, employ. The, Convention
is
it
bound
to
furnish
all
which
cNe,
everybody
wisely added that reform is neees-ary even
the wants of business require. * * * The sys- more
in the higher grades of the public service.
tem should passively allow the volume <»f cirThe President, Vice-President, Judges, Senaculating credits to ebb and How. according to tors, Representatives, Cabinet officers: these
tin* ever changing wants of bnsiness. It should and all others in
authority arc the people's serimitate as closely as possible the natural laws vants: their officers.
They are not a private
of trades, which it has superseded by artificial
perquisite ; they are a public trust.
contrivances; and in a similar discussion, in
TW O EVILS INVEST THE OFFICIAL SERVICE
ni\ message of Jan. 1. ISTfi. it was said that resumption should be effected by such measures of the Federal Government. One
the prea- would keep the aggregate amount of the curvalent and demoralizing nation that the pubiv
rency self-adjusting during all the process, service exists not lor the business and benefit
without creating at any time an artificial scar- of tie* whole
people, bul for the interest of the
city and without exciting the public imagina- olliee-liolders who are in truth but tin; sertion with alarms, which impair confidence,con- vants of the
people. Under the inlhienee of
tract the whole large machinery of credit, and
this pernicious error public employments have
disturb I he natural operations of business.
been multiplied, the number of those gathered
MEANS OF RESUMPTION.
into the ranks of oHieo-holders have been steadiPublic economies, official retrenchment and ly increased beyond any possible requirements
wise finance tire the means which flic St. Louis of the public business, while the inefficiency,
Convention indicates. As a provision for reve- peculation, fraud and malversation of the public funds from the high places of power to tin*
nues and redemptions the best resource is a reduction of the expense of the Government be- lowest, have overspread the whole serve-; like
low its income, for that imposes no new charge a leprosy.
The other evil is the organization of the ofon the people.
Ii, however, the improvidence
and waste which have conducted us to a period ficial class into a body of political mercenaries,
of falling revenues oblige us to supplement the governing the caucuses and dictating the nomiresults of economies ami retrenchments by some nations of their own party, and attempt mg to
report to loans, we should not hesitate.
The caro the elections of the people, by undue iullueiice and by immense corruption fund.-. >y>G o \ eminent
tematically collected from tin* salaries or ir.*s
(H'lMIT Not TO SPECULATE OX ITS OWN PIS"
of office-holders.
The ollieial class in other
honor
countries, sometimes by its own weight and
in order to save interests on its broken prom- sometimes in alliance with the army, has been
ises. which it still compels private dealers to
able to rule the unorganized masses, even unaccept at a fictitious par. The highest Nation- der universal suffrage. Here it has already
al honor is not only right but would prove grown into a gigantic power, capable of stilling
profitable. Of the‘public debt $DS5,000,000 the inspirations of a sound public opinion, ami
bear interest at o per cent, in gold, and $712,- of resisting an easy change of administration,
Ono.OOo at f> per cent, in gold. The average in- until misgovernmciit becomes intolerable and
A financial policy, public spirit lias been stung to the pitch of a
terest is 5.5s per cent.
which should secure the highest credit availed civ ic revolution.
of, ought gradually to obtain a reduction of one
THE FIRS!' MEl' IN REFORM
per cent, in the interest on most of the loans.
A sav ing of one per cent, on the average would is the elevation of the standard by which the
he. si7.000,000 a year in gold. That saving, reg- appointing power selects agents to execute ofNext in importance is a conularly invested at 4 1-2 per cent., would, in less ficial trust-.
that thirty-eight years, extinguish the princi- scientious fidelity in the exercise of the auto
hold
to account and displace untrustthority
pal. The whole seventeen hundred millions of
the funded debt might he paid by this saving worthy or incapable subordinate.-. ’The public
interest in an honest skilful performance of ofalone, without cost to the people.
cial trust must not be sacrificed to tin* usufruct
PROPER TIME I'OR RESUMPTION.
of the encumbents after these immediate steps,
The proper time for resumption is tin* time which will ensure the exhibition of bettor exwhen wise preparation snail have ripond into a amples. We mav wiselv go on to the abolition
perfect ability to accomplish the object, with a of unnecessary offices and finally to tin* pa! ient.
certainty and ease that will inspire confidence careful organization of a better civil service
and encourage the reviving of business. The system under the te-ts wherever practicable, of
earliest time in which such a result can be proved competency and fidelity.
While much may be accomplished by tin sc
brought about is the best. Lven when the preparations shall have been matured, the exact methods, it might encourage delusive expectatime would have to be chosen with reference tions if I withheld here tin* expression of mv
conviction that no reform of tin* civil service in
to the then existing state of trade and credit
operations in our own country, the course of tiiis country will be complete and permanent
foreign commerce and the condition of the ex- until its chief is constitutionally disqualified for
change'; with other nations. The specific meas- re-election, experience having repeatedly exures and tin* actual date are matters of detail,
posed restrictions by candidates or encumbents.
having reference to ever-changing conditions. Through this solemnity only can In* ctfeetually
delivered from his greatest temptation to misThey belong to the domain of
use the power and patronage with which the
PRACTICAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
SIATESMANExecutive is necessarily charged.
SIIIP.

fhc captain of a steamer about starting from
New York to Liverpool does not assemble a
eouuci! over hi> ocean chart and fix an angle by
which to lash the rudder for the whole voyage.
A human intelligence must be at the helm to
discern the shifting forces of the water and the
winds. A human hand must be on the helm to
feel the elements, day by day, and guide to a
mastery over them.

<

<

inclusion

Educated in the belief that it is the first duty
of a citizen of the Republic to take his lair allotment of the. care and trouble in public a Hairs,
I have for twenty years us :i private citizen fulfilled that duty. Though occupied in an unusual degree during all that period with liie concerns of (Government, 1 have never acquired
tin; habit of ollieial life. When a vear and a
half ago I entered upon m v present trust it was
PREPARATIONS FOR RESUMPTION.
in order to consummate reform, to which 1 bad
Such preparations are everything; without already devoted several of the best vears of mv
them a legislative command fixing a day, an life.
official promise fixing a day, are shams. They
Knowing as 1 do, therefore, from fresh expeare worse; they are a snare and a delusion to
rience how great tin* ditlercncc i< between glidall who trust them. They destroy all confidence ing through an ollieial routine and working nut
among thoughtful men, whose judgment w ill at a reform of systems and polities, it is impossible
last sway public opinion. An attempt to act on for me to contemplate what needs to be done in
such a command or such a promise without the Federal Administration without an anxious
preparation would end in a new suspension, sense of the dilliciilties of tin* undertaking. If
it would be a fresh calamity, prolific ot confu- summoned by the suffrages of my countrymen
to attempt tiiis work, I shall endeavor with
sion, distrust and distress.
THE ACT OF .J ANUARY 1 4 ll. 1*75.
| God's help, to be the ellieient instrument of
their will.
The act of Congress of the 14lh of January,
SAMUEL. ,J. TILDES'.
(Signed)
1*75, enacted that on and after the 1st of Janu- To Gen.
dohn A. McClernand,Chairman; Gen.
ary, 1*71>, the Secretary ot the Treasury shall
W. 15. Franklin. Hon. J. <1. Abbott, lion. H
redeem in coin the legal-tender notes of the
J. Spannhorst, Hon. II. J. Redlield, Hon. N
I 'nited States on presentation attheollice of the
S. Lyon and others, Committee, etc.
Assistant Treasurer in the city of New York.
It authorized the Secretary to prepare and proGOV. HENDRICK’S LFTTER.
vide for such resumption of specie payments by
the use of any surplus revenues not otherwise
Indianapolis, July J!. 1*70.
appropriated, and by issuing, in bis discretion,
(tKMI.k.mkx—1 have* the honor lo acknowlcertain classes of bonds. More than one and a
the
edge
receipt of your communication. in
half of the lour years have passed, and Con- which
you have formally notilied me of mv
gress and the President have continued ever nomination bv the National Democratic Consince to unite in acts which have legislated out vention at St. Louis as their candidate for the
of existence every possible surplus applicable office of Vice-President of the I'nited Mates.
to this purpose.
The coin in the Treasury, It is a nomination which I had neither
expectclaimed to belong to the Government, had, on ed nor desired, and
yet I recognize and apprethe 30th of June, fallen to less than $45,000,000 ciate the
honor
done
me
the
Convenhigh
by
as against 50,000,000 on the 1st of January, 1*75,
tion. The choice of such a body, pronounced
and the availability of a part of that sum is said with such unusual
and accompanied
unanimity,
to be questionable. The revenues are falling
with so generous an expression of esteem and
faster than the appropriations, and the expen- confidence
ought, to outweigh all merely p<
ditures are reduced, leaving the treasury with sonal desires and
preferences of my own. It is
resources.
The
has
done
diminishing
Secretary
with this feeling, and 1 trust also, from a deep
nothing under his power to issue bonds. The sense of public duty that 1 accept the nominalegislative command and the official promise tion, and shall abide tin* judgment of mv counfixing a day for resumption have thus far been trymen.
barren.
Tilt: PLATl’OKM.
NO PRACTICAL PREPARATIONS
SUMPTION

TOWARDS RE-

have been made. There has been no progress.
There have been steps backward. There is no
necromancy in the operations of the Government.
The homely maxims of every-day lite
are the best standards of its conduct. A debtor
who would promise to pay a loan out of surplus
income, yet to be seen every day spending all
lie could lay bis hands oh in riotous living,
would lose all character for honesty and veracity. His oiler of a new promise or his profession
as to the value of the old promise would alike
provoke derision.

It would have been impossible for me to :ir| cept the nomination if I could not heartily endorse the platform of the Convention. 1 am
gratified, therefore, to be aide unequivocally to
declare that I agree in the principles, approve
the policies and sympathize with the purposes
enunciated in that platform. The institutions
of our country have been secretly tried by the
exigencies of civil war, and since the peace, by
a selfish and corrupt management of public affairs, which has shamed us before civilized
mankind. P»y unwise and partial legislation
every industry and interest of the people have
been made to sutler, and in the Executive Departments of the Government disloyalty, rapacity and venality have debauched the public service; when known to be unworthy have been
promoted, whilst others have been degraded for
fidelity to official duty.

ties of war cannot be pleaded in a time of peace.
The right of local self-government, as guaranteed by the Constitution of the Union, must be
everywhere restored, and tire centralized (almost personal) imperialism which lias been
practiced must be done away with, or the first
principles of the llepublie will be lost. Our tinancial system of expedients must be reformed.
Gold and silver are the real standard of values,
and our national currency will not be a perfect
medium of exchange until it shall be convertuble at the pleasure of the holder. As 1 have
heretofore said, no oik: desires
a

i:i:n

i:\

to

more earnestly than 1 do. blit 1 do not believe
that it will or can be readied in harmony with
tin1 interests of tbe people by artificial measures
lbr the contraction of the currency, any more
than 1 believe that wealth or permanent prosperity e.au be created by an imlation of the currency. The laws of linauec cannot be disregarded with impunity. The tinanciut policy of I lie
Government, if, indeed, it deserves tlie name
ot' policy a'L all, has been in disregard of those
iaws. and therefore lias disturbed commercial
and business confidence, us well as hindered a
return to specie payments. One feature of that

policy
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cable.
The repeal of that clause is necessary that
the natural operation of the linaneial laws may
he restored, that the business of the country
may be relieved from its disun iting and depressing inllueuees, and that a return to specie
payments may be faciliated by tlie‘snbstitution
of wise and more prudent legislation, which
shall mainly rely on a judicious system of public economies and otiicient retrenchments, and
above uli on the promotion of prosperitv in till
the industries of the people.
1 do not understand the repeal of t be resumption elattse of linof
ls7.'i
lie
a
net
t-»
backward step in our
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KEITKN To SPECIE PAYMENTS,
but the recovery of a false step; and though the
repeal may for a time be prevented, yet the determination uf the Democratie parly on this subject has now been distinctly declared. There
seemed to be no hindrance put in the way of a
return to specie payments, **as such a hindrance,’’ >ays the platform of the Si. Louis Convention. "we denounce l Do resumption elau-es
ot iIn* A' Lof 1n7 i. ami demand its repeal.”
I
thorougly believe that by public economy, b\
official retrenehment, and by wise finance,'’enabling us to accumulate the precious metals, resumption at an early period is possible, without
producing an artificial scarcity ot currency or
disturbing public or commercial credit and that
these reforms, together with the restoration of
pure government, will restore general confidence, encourage the useful investment of cap|
ital, furnish employment to labor and relieve
the country from the paralysis of hard limes.

desiring

WITH THE INDl'S

I

KIES ol

I HE

K

KEA IIES WITH KDREIliN

I

in Tin: ni.ioitM ok oi r civil

skrvice,
most lira: lily endorse that section ot the platthat
the
civil
form which say>
service ought not
to “he subject' to change at every section,” and
that it ought not be made the “brief reward of
party zeal,” but ought to be rewarded for
proved competency and held for tidelity in the
public employ, i hope never again to".see the
erin 1 and remorseless prescripts n for political
opinions which lias disgraced the Administration of the last eight years. Bad as the civil
service now is, as all men know.it has some
men of tried integrity and proved ability. .Such
men. and such men only, should he retained in
ollicc; hut no man should be retained, on any
conoid.'ration, who has prostituted his ollicc to
the purposes of partisan intimidation or compulsion. or who has furnished money to corrupt tin* elections. This is done and has been
done in almost every country of the land. It
i- a Might upon the morals of the country and
ought to be reformed.
•!

sue

I'U

>N
T<

C< >\ IKN I IONS an I) IN IJMSMKCT
H'U COMM ON SC1H >01.'

VI.
>

hav e only tliis to say : That in my judgment
tlie man or party that would involve our schools
in political or sectarian controversy, is an enemy to the schools. The common schools are
safer under the protecting care of ail the people than under the control of any party or sect,
riicre must he neither division or mi-appropriation of tin* funds tor their support.
Likewise
1 regard :ii<- man who would ai\m*e or foster
sectional animosities and antagonisms among
hi- countrymen as a dangerou- enemy to his
country. All the people must bo made to feel
and know that once more there i> established a
purpose and policy, under which ali the citizens of every condition, race and color, will be
secure in the enjoyment of whatever rights the
( onstitiition and laws declare or
recognize, and
that in any controversy that may arise the Government is not a partisan Ini’, within its constitutional authority, the just and powerful
guardian of the rights and safety of all. Tin?
strife between the sections and between the
races will cease as soon as the power for evil
is taken away from a partv that makes political
gain out of scenes of violence and bloodshed,
and the Constitutional authority is placed in
Hi.* hands of men whose political welfare requires that peace and good order shall be pre1

served

everywhere.

IN COXCIXSION

will he seen, gentlemen, that 1 am in entire
accord with the platform of tin- Convention hy
which l have been nominated as a candidate
for the otliee of Vice-President of the I'nited
States. Permit me in eonelustuii to ex press m.v
satisfaction at being associated with a candidate* for the Presidency who is tirst among his
equals as a represcntati\• of the spirit and of
tin* achievements of reform.
In his ollicial
career, or as the Kwi-utivo of the great State
of New York, he ha- in a comparatively short
period reformed the public service and reduced
the public burden- -o is to have earned at
once the gratitude of hi- State and the admiration ol the country.
1 he people know him to
he thorough!) in earnest.
He has shown himself to be po-sessed of powers and qualities
whit-h lit him in an eminent degree for the
great work and reformation which the countn
now needs, and if he shall he chosen by the
people to the high otliee ol President of the
I'nited States, I believe that the day of his inauguration \iill he the beginning oi a new era
of peace, purify and prosperity in all departit

ments of

our

(»o\eminent.

I

am.

gentlemen.

obedient servant,
Thom \s A 11i:x LUUCkS.
i o the Hon. John A. MeClernand, Chairman,
and others, of the Committee of the National
I kmoerutie Convention.
’I

A

uiir

Convert

to

Tiltlen.

as

well

the

as

one to

which

their advertisements published iu the Jourso state to the Court.

please

[Persons desiring

Probate

Advertising

control to appear in the Journal, will need
that request of the Court. 1

in
to

their
make

<EtrS. R. Niues, No. fi Tromont Street, Boston, is
agent for the publisher of this pauer, and his receipts
and orders

are

always recognized.

Garin sending money, state TilE POST OFFICE
to which the lamer D sent..4*ar

Flag Raising

dential term, believing that the chief
magistrate cannot permit subordinates to
labor for his re-election without danger of

polished, eloquent, able and candid of our
many public speakers, and it is only necessarj
to say that ha fuiiy sustained his reputation on
tiiis occasion, holding the largo assemblage in
closest attention for more than an hour, against
the disadvantages of a hot \ugust >un, and a
most

corruption, and certain harm to the public service.
taken as a whole, tlio letter o! the
Democratic candidate tor the Presidency

possible assur- high and exceedingly annoying wind, Ibsubstantially as follows—
indispensable reforms spoke
It affords
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Uentlemeu

tlio country the best

gives

ol needed and

in the administration of the
government.

iue

Gov. Tildcn is not

dress

only

reformer, but a
the whole science ol

who.understands

a

government, and is moreover a
grit and determination. What

mat

of

more

is

Samuel J.
or

New

For Vice

Tilden,

York.

President,

Thomas A. Hendricks,
Indiana.

»»i

FOR

Eor
At

GOVERNOR,

purpose to speak to you this afternoon in a spirit <>!
candor, with due respect alike for Democrats and
Republicans, claiming as 1 do the same rights for
Jt is with the leaders of the K<
one us the other.
publican party and their acts that I have to deal, and

a Presidential candidate?
The letter of Mr. Hendricks is in happy
accord with that of the chief, and sound

1

the country.
vain.

in power in New

And they will not call in

been iu

1'he Democrats "I the First Congressional Convention met at Biddeford on

to

Letter*

of

Congress.

cocks,

the country a linn ami united
present
fortunate
in a platform that exiront;
all

on

reform in

the
ot a much abused
government; fortunate in a Presidential
candidate who embodies the great needs
of the hour, a purpose to invest the Presi-

de:. lial cilice with the dignity, courage,
and high sense of unsullied honor that
pertain to it in the estimation of every
true American. And the party is
specially
fortunate in the response which Mr, Tilden makes to the olticial notification of his

nomination, which

publish to-day. Its
defined and comprehensive utterances leaves nothing to be desired.
One great merit of Gov. Tilden’s letter
is the ease and perspicuity with which it
we

clearly

makes clear the financial
in

possession

of the

problem. Those
government have en-

deavored to so mystify this matter, and
to load and befog the question with terms

meaning and less real application,
that people have really supposed that the
resumption ot specie payments, the return
ot business prosperity, and the
general

of no

welfare of the people, were matters full
of mystery and understood by few.
As
the letter of Gov. Tilden is read, how the
mists disappear, and the fogs roll away,
until the real requirements and conditions
of the

stand out tirm, clear and
and the involved problem becomes as simple as a sum in arithmetic,
or an economic maxim of old Hen. Franklin of blessed memory
ease

tangible,

Spendthrifts ami prodigals may puddle
sophistries as they please, and
endeavor to betray the reason and ensnare

out their

the minds ot men, (iov. J i 1 den insists that
the way to linaneial prosperity lor a nation, as for an individual, lies through one

path—that of

lie says—“What
economy,
you want to do now is to cut down your
expenses and live within your income. I
would give all the legerdemain of finance
and financiering, 1 would give the whole
of it for the old homely maxim, ‘live within your income.’

Reader, look abroad
ours.

over

this land ot

A belter or fairer does not lie

They
Long

No.

Democrats.

would have been the

warm

control tends to

corruption,
Tor where the carcass i- there the eagle gather.-, ami
where the plunder i- the thievi
congregate. ^
said that the Democratic party was corrupt in Don
and you turned it out, and yet three-fourth# of ti.
whole expenditures of Buchanan's Administration

unanimously nominated as
member of Congress, lion.

was nominated for Elector.
In the evening at a mass meeting, an address was delivered by Hon. E. 1Pillsbury. Pile Republican disatfections ren-

>

by one single .steal of the present (io\ eminent,
Credit .Mobiliei. What reason, then, that y

offset
the

should not

now

Republican party-

out this

turn

believe that Charles .Summ

comes

and Sulmon 1*.

I

iiu.*>

<

1

no

>

remedy tor tin

other

:i-

large gains

financial point as you would like to have it ? Ar
•\t« uding
your industries tliriv ing. y our commer
Are yu prosperous1
business lively ami brisk .-

in every

of the state

The

Acceptance.

based

publicans?
e-t

returns

meagre

from

Kentucky

Ur !.- the

on

tile face of God’s green earth. It lias
every variety ot soil, climate and production. Its shores are those of a continent,
and are washed by the great oceans of the
world. It has mineral wealth in all vari-

and in untold abundance. The peoIsaac* ('lark. :i prominent citizen of ety,
in enterprise, in mechanical ingenuple.
Frank fort, and for twenty years a Repubin industry have no superiors on iho
lican, has renounced that patty and its ity,
face ol the earth.
There is dormant
announces
hiniselt
for
Tiland
candidate,
wealth everywhere awaiting the hand of
den. The following letter is published in
the lahorei.
\ liy is it, then, that while
the Ranger Commercialthe great lields of (lie west,
groan with
Frankfort, vug. 2d, ls7b.
Kditor Commercial: As 1 lie sc an* limes that harvests, that in the east people feel the
demand Reform, I intend to enroll myself in
of want?
Why arc the means
this political campaign, in the army pledged to pinching
it. and the standard hearer who is nor only
of transportation but half employed? Wiiv
pledged to carry it out, it elected, but who has do laborers seek in vain for
employment?
adualhj inaugurated it in his own State; and
who had to light thieves, rings, and ollicial
idle stiips rot at the wharves ? What
Why
leeches of all political names and associations,
until he has hurled them from
caused mean the closed factories, the silent forges,

power,
them to 1 » convicted and imprisoned for their the
empty ship-yards? They mean that
crimes, or made th -m exiles in a foreign land.
1 mean Sa.mit.l .J. Tilden, of New York. false principles are at work—that, the hand
Fvcrv man, without distinction of party, who of the
tax-gatherer goes so deep in the
desires to ha\ e out* g<>\ enmumtal a flairs administered wisely and well, who wishes to see the purse of the people that discouragement
principles of economy and Reform inaugurated and despair result. The government that
in every department of the government, should
should encourage and luster the industries,
imi 1st in this campaign on the side of Reform.
THE RESUMPTION PLAN OF THE ST. LOUIS
and Tilden and Hendricks.
and destroys them. Armies of
PLATFORM.
J have alwav s acted with the Republican par- represses
tv since it First oiganized; but cannot conscienThe St. Louis platform denounces the failure
government retainers eat out the substance
for eleven years to make good the promise of
tiously do so any longer, being fully convinced of the
people, and plunderers intercept and
of its extra rayo nrr. and corruption. When ti e
legal-tender notes. It denounces the omission
PPHLIC
OFFICE
constitutional advisers of the Chief Magistrate divert to their own pockets largo portions
to accumulate any reserve for their redemption.
It denounces the conduct which during eleven
lias been made llie means of private profit, and of this great nation, are guilty of accepting
of the revenue.
years of peace has made no advances towards the country lias been offended to see a class of biibes, using their official positions for mercenand
fraud
of
the
of
it
tlie
no
men
who
the
Let the reader endeavor to realize the
for
boast
sworn
purposes,
ary
deepest
dye,
friendship
resumption,
preparations
proresumption;
but instead has obstructed resumption by wast- tectors of tlie State amassing fortunes by de- is high time that all honest and honorable men,
difference
in the feelings of all honest
in
a
for
change of administration, and
ing our resources and exhausting all our sur- frauding the public treasury, and liv corrupting should go
classes ot citizens, who have been perplus income, and while “professing to intend a the servants of the people. Ju such a crisis of thereby have a change of men and measures.
Think of the city of Washington, the Capital
speedy return to specie payments has annually the history of the country I rejoice that the
vaded by a sense of things as we have
enacted fresh hindrances thereto,” and having Convention at St. Louis has so nobly raised the of this great nation, that Rabylonof harlots and
first denounced the barrenness of the promise standard of reform. Nothing can be well with wickedness, and compare her with Washington described them, after they have perused
of a day of resumption it next denounces that us or with our affairs until the public conscience of by gone days when great and good men ocMr. Tilden’s letter. Will they not hail it
barren .promise as a hindrance to resumption. shocked by the enormous evils and abuses cupied the seats in the legislative halls, when
It then demands its repeal, and also demands which prevail, shall have demanded and com- honesty, morality and virtue were her chief as the sure indication of comprehensive
the establishment of a judicious system of pelled an unsparing reformation of our Nation- corner stone, and it should, and will cause all
al Administration in its head and in its mem- honest men to blush with shame and reflect statesmanship—the utterances of a man
It cannot be
preparation for resumption.
doubted that the substitution of a system of bers. In such a reformation the removal of a
long and well how they vote to continue the who has the ability and the will to enpreparation without the promise of a day for single officer, even the President is compara- present dynasty in power, loaded down as it is
the worthless promise of a day without a sys- tively a trifling matter if the system which lie with MALAHMINlSTR ATIONand CORRUP- force the maxims of true prosperity ?
tem of preparation would be the gain of
represents and which has fostered him, as he TION.
Will they not, looking back over the
To all lovers ol good government, 1 would
lias fostered it, is suffered to remain.
THE SUBSTANCE OF RESUMPTION IN
EXsay, east your vote when the opportune time stormy and disastrous rule of the past fifCHANGE FOR ITS SHADOW.
THE PRESIDENT
arrives for Tilden and Hendricks, for the teen
Nor is the denunciation unmerited of that alone must not be made the scapegoat for the foundation of our
years, thank Heaven that there is at
Republic, is the honesty, virin
the
eleven
which
enormities
of
the
infects
the
since
years
improvidence which,
pub- tue and morality of her officials, who arc now last the prospect of a man of clear and
system
the peace, has consumed 4500 millions of dol- lic service and threatens the destruction of our
eating up her substance, and wasting her treas- !
lars, and yet could not afford to give the people institutions. In some respects 1 hold that the lire, until we stand on the verge of financial comprehensive mind and statesmanlike
a sound and stable currency.
Two and a half present Executive has been the victim rather ruin. “Now is the
accepted time, and the day ideas at the head of the government?
per cent, on the expenditure of these eleven than the author of that vicious system. Con- of Salvation,” and let us one and all—with a
One great drawback to a perfect coryears, or even less, would have provided all the gressional and party leaders have been strong- long pull and strong pull, and pull altoghthcr,
additional coin needful to resumption.
er than the President.
No one man could have waft Uncle Samuel into the Presidential Chair.
between the sections of the coundiality
created it, and the removal of no one man can
Yours truly,
RELIEF TO BUSINESS DISTRESS.
Isaac Clakk.
as well as an incubus upon its prosamend it. It is thoroughly corrupt and must
try,
The distress now felt by the people in all
be swept remorselessly away by the election of
Chance for Investment. A gentleman detheir business and industries, though it has its
perity, lias been the condition of the una government composed of elements entirely
sires to make the following bet—$100 that Tilden
principal cause in tiie enormous waste of capi- new, and pledged to radical reform.
happy South. This has resulted from the
will carry Connecticut; $100 that lie will carry New
tal occasioned by the false polices of our GovYork: $100 that he will carry New Jersey'; $100
THE FIRST WORK OF REFORM
deliberate policy of the Republican party,
ernment, has been greatly aggravated by the
that he will carry Indiana; $100 that he will be
mismanagement of the currency. Uncertainty must evidently be the restoration of the normal elected President. The above bet is open to all, which has sought to perpetuate itself by
is the prolific parent of mischiefs in all busi- operation of the Constitution of the United and uny one so inclined can leave his name at this
ness. Never were its evils more felt than now.
States, with all its amendments. The necessi- office. [Argus.
living upon sectional dissensions and trou-

the

revers.-

state of affair-''

true

Republican friends,

large gains over former democratic
majorities. Henry Watterson, the enterprising and accomplished editor of the

say my

Louisville Courier-Journal is elected to
Congress without much opposition

lies- men

show

to

policy,
departments

iutes would have

ns-m

Do you suppose, my friends, that
Democratic party had been in power the Hub
Belknap* and Avery* would have been Re

if tin

candidate for
Bion Bradbury

part

The Democratic party is fortunate, in a 1!
matters pertaining to the present national
contest.
It is fortunate in being able to

presses sound

was

The Democrats make

Hist.—JOHN M. (iimmvIN.
l)ist.—s. c. Ill- l.t 11 Eli.
The

Tweed and

power

Republicans.

been

->

Goodwin

s

see

Hist.—BIOX llUADHEUI
Ulst.—UAI.EN
-MOSES.

liepresentativos

Tweed and his associ.il>

York.

joined the party —took on the party name and pluu
Had tin* Republicans
dered the people of millions.

Democratic rank-

Electors of l'resiileiit and Vice-President

Eor

musses :■!

tl>i-> corruption shows itself, t><
boldly to tlm front as people, as fa-1
the first gun in the campaign, by re-elect- down with one party and up with allot Her. Let us
what there is to induce any man to v*«t
ing Gov. Houston, (Item.) by over ;iu,00o to continue the Republican party longer in power
majority, against l.'i.ooo two tears ago. D the government conducted either in a moral

IIAU1.ES W. UOHEUrs

Is!
Jil

may here add that if l believed that the

all issues that enter into the the Republican party were as corrupt us their lead
contest.
The east and west, thus happily era, i should despair of the Republic. It is not be
cause a man is a Democrat or Republican that he
united, sympathizing with the struggling dishonest, hut the facts are tha* dishonest men Hock
south, call upon all the people of all sec- to the party in power and eventually become its
tions to aid tlio political regeneration of leaders and controllers. 1 he Democratic party wenon

Alabama

K AST MAI 'll IAS.

Large—JOSEPH TITCOMlt.

1st
-M

been invited to come, have wanted to come
conn
and at last 1 am here. It is my

der the election ol Mr Goodwin almost a and Horace (ireeleyy tin founder- of the Repuhii u
party, were lioue-t m; n —pure In their integrity aiei
certainty. He is an able man, and it’ ads. But thieves and rogu* have come in to .• >.
elected will make a representative <T nipt the party. Sumner ami ««reeley wen- the Hr-:
whom Maine will be proud
t«• timl thin out, and witlidn w themselves to th

JOHN C. TALBOT,
*1

an

have meant to

needed in

need be

greatest pleasure to visit this locality and ad
audience ot Stockton people. I have In

the

quently

of last week. Gen. S. ,1 Anderson presided
lion, llion Bradbury declined a renomination, and Hon. John M.

President,

at 4

IION. E.
PlLLSIil'RY,
of Augusta, was then introduced and greeted
with a hearty and enthusiastic reception. Mr.
l’illsbury is known everywhere as one of tin-

Gov. Tilden also declares tor one Presi-

Wednesday

For

place

hoisted to its

was

o'clock, and saluted by patriotic strains from
the Searsport Band. C. <J. Roberts, Esq., of
Stockton, chairman, then briefly addressed tinaudience, and called for three cheers for Tn1 >t:v and Hendricks, which were given with
a hearty good will.

Republican party.

man

flag,

American

colors and conditions in their rights under the laws and constitution.
A good word is said for civil service reform. so much needed, so long desired,
and so far from realization through the

ance

Sandy Point.

at

The Democracy of that part of Stockton
known as Sandy Point, had an enthusiastic flag
raising on Friday afternoon last. The flag, a
large and beautiful one, which hangs between
two immense flag stalls, each bearing a smaller

plete reconciliation, based on the Constitution and its amendments, he proclaims
a purpose to
protect all citizens, of all

as

Administrators, Executors and Guardians

nal will

POWERS

should also be revised and amended, in so far
as they leave citizens of foreign birth in any
particular less -ecure in any country on earth
than tin y would be if they had been upon our
And the iniquitous Coolie system,
own soil.
which, through the agency of wealthy companies, imports Chinese bondmen and establishes
species of slavery, and interferes vv ith the jict
rewards of labor on our Paeitie coast, should be
utterly abolished.

<

the paper has been sent
it is to go.

PEOPLE

there have been frequent, interferences, our
platform truly .-ays that many industries have
been impoverished to subsidiz** a few.
Our
commerce has been degraded to an inferior position <m the high seas.
Manufactures have
been diminished, agriculture has been embarrassed and the dislit s> of the industrial "lasses
demand- that these things shall he reformed.
The burdens of the people must al-o be lightened by a great change in <>ur system of public
expenses. The prolligate expenditures which
increased taxation from live dollars per capita,
in is<;n. to eighteen dollars, in 1*70, tells it., own
story of our need of reform.
ul

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which

bleg. We call special attention to the patriotic utterances of Gov. Tilden under this
head. While declaring for the most com-

this depr«-.>ion of business
Ami yet in the

canva-s

to

th*-

of

circulars

by Henry ( 'lew- ami Jay

"But

right to eharg*
Republican parly.

“it isn't

is-ue.|

were

appealing to

ook

the bus

* vote fur tirant or the in
of th*- country
country would be mine I, and promis

tere-t* ;*T the

ing a revival of business and increased prosperity us
but indications of the result of (Irani’* re-, lection. Have
you s en th
the southern vote if left to themselves.
prosperity that wu* promised? Henry Clew* and
These elections

are

Jay Cook went down long ago iu bankruptcy, f.I

The

pillars of

Wakefield, Charles

Ilersey,

party
Brown,

1’.

John S. Patten.

Verily,

peals as though Llewellyn had
road to travel
lion. K. 1'.
in this

city

I’illsbury,
Friday

mi

of

a

Mr.

you on the blind side to collect this vast
It is adjusted on con-umption and not -m

aphard

It

is

Com-|
worker

indefatigable

and a must

in the cause.

a population
paid ^P.lo.iioo

every hand, we are fast tending to bank
ll-.iv shall we arrest the eul

all slanders and assaults.
The Democracy owe a debt of gratitude to that gentle-

rice, their tobacco.

by

on

ruptcy and ruin,
hand from the

reduce expenses, take oil the iron
South, and tell them to go to work

and raise

more

Reduce

tuxes,

once

bu.-ines.s.

-tart

take the

places

la

their cotton, tin ir hemp, then
Increase the exports and
t

economy and retrenchment

extravagance and corruption, an',
slowly but surely your old prosperity will conn
drifting back to you once more, the Republican
party had always been a very virtuous om crying
So righteously indignant
out loudly for reform.

which should have its consideration
near

in tin

nior-

ers, a larger share r<> the oilier holders, but Ur
Hedged in
greater part to tliiev r- and plunder' iby tar ill’ and taxes, with corruption and extrava

ganee

the majority party of the

no, you iu Stock1 o
past ten years

about

-t
or

He gives on
Republican
opponents a vast deal of trouble, ami one
of the things that alllicts them most is that
his high personal character i.s proof against

man

amount

And yet your national debt is not paid. Winndoes it go toA small portion conu s bark in tin
shape of pensions, a portion goes t" the bond lend

chairman of the Democratic State

mittee,

earn

property
from the mouths and backs ot tin* peoph

comes

Witli

was

I’illsbury

of

are ir on

In the past ten
t » two and a half percent.
years ; .■• per cent, on you." national debt has been
collected in tu\< >, enough to pay it once and u halt
again. Not to excite your resistance, they conn to

have

Augusta,

protits

of taxation

rates

two

Thomas
it

used to be considered the net

cent,

ings; and yet to-day the

A. G.

as

ot

ruptcy but little comes out. Hut, my friends, t hi
depression is chargeable to the Republican part),
being mainly due to taxation and taritt. Four p- r

the lat-

Among

the

men

Tlu ir creditordoing business upon t-ulFeranC'
know it the estate is erowded into tlu* mill ot bank

persons, nearly all of them of prominence
in the party, representing both Penobscot
ter are such

of the business

art;

convention to meet at Winn, Aug. loth,
to nominate a new candidate.
Flic call
appears in the Aroostook Times, and
bears the signatures of over one hundred

and Aroostook Counties.

by a large proportion

lowed

bolters from the Towers
ticket in the Fourth District have called a

Republican

future.

l he

of

independent press of Maine has of
decided expressions in favor of a were tin at poor old Andrew Johnson'- adminis
tration that they intrudin' i a resolution in tle-ir
change ot administration. The new Han- convention of Is,,-, tying that the shameful extracock Citizen has a strong leaning towards •tganees and vva-tetul expenditure ol Audi-, w John
late

Democracy, and the Camden
following bold stand—

sou's admin.-nation cry loudly f.>r reform,
fine
tin y had tw..-third-ot tin House and two-third- o:

Herald takes

the

tile Senate, ami pass, <1 all bills

over

lii-

\

«■

but

t•

beginning to think that it N about they had to lius«- some scapegoat, ami .-o tin y laid
time to have a change in the administration of
.»n to poor <*!d \mlr. w.
I itey elect'd (irant. and
atfairs. They are getting tired of seeing the it
nearly J",onu ••die, hold.-rs have been added since
same men in entire;
no mutter how well or
faithfully they may have performed their bis adu.iui-tration began, making manly -n.o,.o in
duties. The people now clamm for a change, till, or an army about ight time- a- lurg- as .V"tt
People

are

and will doubtless have it.

The House of

lias voted

Representatives
bill providing tor resumption

ception.
it will

were

country and the liresumption
Until then there is nothing

in a condition tor

come.

be done but to prepare for it

to

A

great mystery

solved

at August
female was
(Monday.
body
found in tlie river, and identiliec! as that
ot Miss Clapp, wlm suddenly disappeared
No trace of
one evening last October

last

was

Die

of

Buchanan's

1 wo I r. ..<ui
Agent
administration, now
on through the list.

Mexico.
and

s->

created

practically

in order

to

wo re

-uIII'-iell!

lift)

Ini'

w«

The--e <;ln--

appoint

paup-

politicians to place- where tin y could live and wot
for the party. All wli
would not work lor tli
n.
party as it i-. or were accused t having even
patliy with reform had to go lirst Bri-tow, th**i
Jewell, along with Wil-on, l>vcr and a host ot
others. Belknap's r< -.gnatn-u bad I" n e
-pted
with regret, hut there was no regr- :s for Bri-tow or
Jewell, and yet the acceptance t that u r;. re-iguu
tion toi l placed Belknap without -In reach ot j.t-

When tlie

nanees are

to

in

thrti

repeal the
of specie payment in 187P It was a humbug from the first, and a snare and a deto

led

tire.
Mi..

a

in*
i*

nt of tin* admiuGt ration and it> n*-!-., with short
it w* of the whisk*
frauds, the railroad steal-•

tie

Km mu Mine

Swindle,

Sixteen

etc.

ehosen liitnd' ha t darted in

<<t

Grant

pmeei-dou lor [I.
a.
wen- going,

one

ll*»w many m
r
her lias been found Irom the hour when l'eneteutiary.
S ought to be there, he couldn't >ay Mat you s.*\ «*
tier lather’s bouse, until her re- tire
going to elect Hayes, he Gan honest man ai.d
|
I I
mains were luutid ill the river.
not dottht hat that
then \\i will have reform.

she left

i Mr. 11 ayes is an honed man. ta.it have you had an
evidence that he Gan activ e, uggre->r.
nform.r

Godlnve S. Orth, the Republican eainli. |
date for (iovernor of Indiana, alter accept-

ing a nomination lias reconsidered and declined. There were some things about the
candidate not calculated to make Cod
any one else, so he retired
—beaten before the light began.

him,

love

nor

Grant has

actually reappointed Clapp,
swindling Congressional printer,
whose guilt is so plain that no one can

the

doubt il. What

a

rogue’s paradise

the cap-

ital has become.

!

■

Hid you see anvtiling of it vv hen he vva- in Wa-luur
Was to* not nominated and will lie not then
ton
fore he surrounded and controlled by the-auierings,

politicians
ty -eemed
this

run

for

Congress.

around about

Benjamin

now

a

claims

residence at Lowell, whereat Gloucester
rejoices, as she would to get rid of a stale
halibut.
a

An enthusiastic republican ill tinIfnlo has the
names of Ilayes amt Wheeler, grown in large
letters of white clover on a grassy terrace of bis
yard. [Lewiston Journal.

They have gone to grass
tho appointed time, then.

a

little before

A Tilden and Hendricks Club has been
formed at Ellsworth, of which Arno \Viswell is President, and Monroe Young

An old farmer in

to

haw about the
remarked that

my

s

ad

vicini

riglit appreciation
when

one

hen

«it

had

spoiled the eggs, lie didn't see any use in putting an
other hen outlie same old nest, l’ower never lets
go its hold until

obliged

to.

The leaders of tin

11*

publican party n« v* r mean t<>, while there G any
plunder h-ft. It G for you to -ay, “you must go and
When parties become corrupt you;
go quickly.

only
men

smelling

infamous.

when he

redress i* to turn them out.

I Inn

are

honest

in the

enough

honest

lien. Butler is

and leaders that have made Grant

ministration

country to till all the place', an i
enough, I believe, to vote them into

men

power. If there is a man in this whole country who
has earned and deserve.1 the name of a great, honest
and

earnest

is for you

reformer, it is Samuel ,1. i ilden, and it

to

say whether

or not

tie shall have the

to do tor the whole lountry what he has
already done for the great Mate of New York.
At the conclusion uf Mr. Billsbury’s address,
which was received throughout with tin* closest
attention and frequent applause, the audience
were further favored by II. I>. Hadlock,
l-Gq..
ot Bueksport, in a lew graceful and well timed
remarks, complimentary of the earnestness ot
the occasion, impressive of the great issues at
stake, and exhortative to all to spare no etfort
to carry their banner successfully to victory.
\\\ H. McLellan, of Belfast was then called
for, but declined to speak. And amUGt cheers
and music the crowd slowly broke up, well
satisfied with the happy beginning «»f the coming canvass and evincing an earnest determination to make the ending equally as satisfactory.

opportunity

chairman of Executive Committee.
The

Pittsfield

Forgery.

last week sentenced sevMu. Kditok—The item iu your last issue
en Augusta rumsellcrs to various terms of
concerning the recent forgery in this town conimprisonment, and many others to heavy tains several inaccuracies which possibly might

Judge Walton

lines.
The Democrats of Lincoln county will
a call in to-day's paper for their

notice

county convention.
An

independent paper called the Pitts-

field Times is

soon

to be issued at Pitts-

field.
Only ii few days ago, a poor, care-worn woman,
with two children at her side,—two little girls, inno
cent and unsuspecting of the life into which they
are fast drifting,—was seen at the very door ot a
of the
rum-shop in Augusta, begging and pleadingher
husproprietor that he might not sell liquor to
of
violence
band. She bore upon her person marks
which had been inflicted upon her by her husband
while under the influence of liquor that he had sold
him. And she pleaded In vain. [Augusta Journal.

convey wrong impressions to the public, anil
which I desire to correct.
First, Orlando
llriggs, the perpetrator of the forgeries is not.
nor has he for more than one year been a ‘‘student at the Maine Central Institute." Again,
instead of the forged paper having beeu cashed

by the Merchants Bank at Watervillo through*
my recommendation (as I am the only “director who resides al Pittsfield”) it was cashed by
Mr. Ware on his own personal account, through
my recommendation of Mr. Coffin’s responsibility; not by my certifying to his signature,
which 1 think I never saw until subsequent to
this transaction. So far from the forgery having been a good one, it was, as well as the one
at

the Dexter Bank, very poorly executed.
J. C. Manson
Pittsfield, Aug. 4, ’76.

The Exuberant in Political

’

Writing.

County.

Nows of tho City and

respected cotemporary of the llock-

()ur

The woods

kmd Free Press is engaged in writing up
in peculiar style the dawn of the political
campaign in that locality. It adopts the

days

The

are
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have
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through

ol any common pen.
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i that oi tlie writer who sees all
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if the last Pres
campaign, dim
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conquering
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old
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the
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intern

Postponed

on

account

shipping

the

see

de-

hay freight

ot

A southern

in town, but

trip

this

at

a

season

Church next Sunday ev ening
Subject—‘-Moral intuition and Bevmusical

a

shore

came on

in

crew was

Friday

our !
eve-

military company

had

a

ing was heard of him until Tuesday evening when ho
presented himself to his friends in Belfast in a most
pitiable condition. He gives the following thrilling
account of himself—Arriving in Boston he went to a
hotel where he made the acquaintance of a genial
and social young man who seemed to take a great
interest in his welfare.
Learning from Crocker his
intentions and destination he
he

was

severely hurt

Wed-

on

to

erect

Hag

a

stall'

oi

on

excellent

an

being roofed

why

platform

entirely destitute
Mr. Milliken

was

for

ered.

|

dancing,

over.

of

Republicans? if

forced to borrow Nick

represent that beautiful Isle
the LlBworth convention? asks a corn spoudent.
of Seursmont

large

l«*

f olks

oil

the

their favorite *s.
1 he very warm weather the past wee k has stirred
up the ice buyers, and a number are in town. On

Tuesday

per ton

bolding

were

tor

offered, but the

was

believing

£

that it will

owners

bring that

figure.
Ladies

complain that they

bellowing
days of

with tin*

perfect, night.

A couple of excited horse
talking loud and betting $1000 on

were

hindered in

are

and men, who
the water in

Mr. Josiali Mitchell of this

were

ten

I>uring

in

into his learns

day’s

a

their

unge ntle'
perfectly nude
are

one

city,

Moonshine.

forward

hay harvesting.
last month, he with help, put
hundred tons of hay, the largest
statement of

work

wh-

fin-re i'

j
\

put

on

board tin* steamer Richmond

ground Sunday,

the camp

at

to be taken home.

healthy revival ot one branch of busicountry. A citizen of Morrill informs
the pushing public by means of a flaming sign, that
he Ini' “Pups for sale.
The cultivation of this use
ful animal Ini' gone sadly out of practice of late,
ness

a

in tin

and its revival will relieve many
1 he

Mr. MortJund

comes

being l'orty-scven loads.
A man from Bangor drove a team from that
city
to Belfast, Saturday, in four and a half hours.
The
animal was completely used up and in his disabled

mate

anxious mind.

an

tin* sclir. Lizzie S. Mills of

ol

Bangor,

discharging corn at Lane’s wharf, was severely hurt
on Saturday.
An empty tub used in hoisting out

spoke,

got unhooked and fell into the hold striking

corn,

the mate

the head,

on

badly cut about
Bank

lie

was

knocked down and

the face.

■

“ro-e and fell
ihe loyal breeze
mi loved it well,"
i.<
common, resistless
il-e, w ith no blunder
.‘blundering, beaten
di-couraged individ■>
propose three cheers
-omehody he couldn't
k of, there arose one
-\
spontaneous, deafen'■■H 'bout, which came
aiding ,-traight from tin
art of men true in
peace
I in war, to that old
•'

■

1

It is North Searsmont
mild

were

made deaf,

Hail

Columbia.

of the

<-

Gen.

Tillson orated.

for them to desist their infamous practice
and escape the punishment
they merit from the in-

dignant public.
A reference
in this

in

before

.Judge

Peters

was

heard

on

the sale of

$lluo.

Decision not

yet rendered, (iould of TliomWilliamson appeared for Rokes, McEellun
tor tin* bank, and Eogler tor McLiilvery.
was a large gathering on
Sunday at the
ground. The steamer City of Richmond came
on Saturday evening, bringing a
large number
excu.-ionists, who thus escaped the heats of the

Hubert Dickey of Searsinont, was in this city Sun- j
day and procured the service of special policeman
McCrillis to look up a stolen team, that was taken
the night before. A man entered the barn of Mrs.
Fitzgerald, at 10 o’clock, on Sunday night, and took
iter horse; lie then went to the adjoining farm ol
Mr. Dickey and took his carriage, and left. Mr. 1).
met the team on the road to Belfast and knew it,
hut thought it was all right until he got home. A

was

happy.

one

More cheering filled the
the

Marched with their back
company
‘"arched back up town up, and sung.
utHin, singing with hearty
drength, to the music of

'Dili’s Hand, “Hurrah,

ilJJr,r,ah, we’u J°in the jubi

day Sunday was the

result. When

got home he found that tin* team had been

SKiuors
The General

iO’und,imposing spectacle.
and

city

case

Thursday of last week. It grew out
a lot ol
ship timber by Emerson
Rokes of Baltimore, to Henry McLiilvery.
The latter gave the Belfast National Bank security
upon
the timber for money to pay the freight. Rokes set
the
claim
of
a
mechanic’s
up
lien, and the (piestion
ol

returned.

'"lored illuminations,
M-ki-ts. cheering should

mingled

a

warning

Mr. D.

General’s remarks,

:':“1 music

news

embellished by the usual bullet and collin, with

fruitless search all

their respective

th« otiier features of
occasion, were very
M
and as the flag
•I gracefully down,

a

stoops of
bearers and mischief makers have been

saloon and roomy decks, make her a very
desirable excursion steamer, while her officers exert
themselves to make everybody comfortable. She
left on her return trip at •'> o’clock Sunday afternoon.

parties,
rec

Ih*

agitated by

The front

spacious

flag-raising,

;lK'

which is

city, and find a most enjoyable moonlight sail. I in*
handsome furnishings of tin* Richmond, with her

portion of the work
>nd being happily aeI hey moved to another
'"‘i'hdied, the hand led spot.
'! und the
great crowd
"I along in a
solid

joU

now

Molly Maguireisni.

There

1'

(i* n. Davis Tillson
I' a short
speech, open
ir with an eloquent allii
mi to the flag, and draw
forcible and striking
"‘imrison bet wn the can
biates of the two

city this week,

camp
down

d-'ing devotion.

d*

the

aston and

\V« re

scene

of

case

certain

of

the

was in

is which claim holds. The amount involved is about
f olks

dag.

there.who
nmrched, loot-sore
weary, beneath its
Mini whose eyes, as
beheld it, filled with
"I pride and fresh

Examiner Bolster

and made the annual examination of the Belfast
Savings Bank. He report* the Institution as one
the soundest and safest in the State, with sutiieient
assests to pay all its liabilities, and worthy of the
entire confidence of the depositors.

Mr Alortland dosed
■bese mum-, in a
He -poke Hayes and
powerful, and an Weeeler very loud,
mice -o di -tinct as to
'"•aid at a great di
brilliant
colored
t tla-iied out, illumin
all the scene, roek.red up iii fiery tracks
ard tin skies, tile stars
'd ip. -of our banner
They touched oif tire'u i- d, and as itbright works.

to

and has not

fully

recov-

clothes, a fine gold watch and
chain, money, the patent roller, the papers and testimonials

belonging

moustache

were

also

to the

cut,

and

same.
was so

guised that he hardly knew himself.

Liisi.kiy.

\V. K.

was

completely

dis-

It is but

jusindusonly duped as thousands

tice to Mr. C. to state that he is
trious young man, and
have been before.

His hair and

a

sober and

-Neal, a prominent citizen of this

among those* interest. .1.

Saturday

Mute

■

d

drug,

He lost his

The young
Attack.

man

evidently

Tuesday

wanted

afternoon

a
a

ride.
Mrs.

Cook, of Winterport, went up to the circus grounds
in company with another lady, and just before
reaching the tent, the vounger ladv, Mrs. Snow,
fainted. This excited Mrs. Cook, and that together
with the heat brought on trouble of the heart which
completely overcame her. She was carried to the

Bangor House in a hack and a physician promptly
summoned. When the attack first came on at the
circus grounds, some one upplied ice to her wrists,
which produced bad results. After a little care ami
attention she recovered her senses, and up to last

evening

was

gradually improving.

[Whig.

There appears to be a dead lock between the city
government and Mr. Ellis, the strec*t commissioner.

part of the municipal year the city
board established a schedule of prices for surveyors,
teams, See., us follows—$1.60 per day for surveyor
and help; $2.00 per day for a pair of horses; $1.76
The commissioner, who has
for a pair ol' oxen.
done considerable labor, complains that it is not a
fair compensation and puts in his bill at a larger
At the earlier

h‘'« klasi),
Aug. 5. The house of widow Paul,
tie* Ash Point itoad, was broken into last
night
who
broke in a side light and unlocked
''’irglars,
front door. Mr. Osgood Graflarn, a young man
•lvi,ig in the house, heard the noise, and going down
paw the burglar going out, and
him.
* ,u
y had a tussle in the yard, during whfcn a pistol
'a- fired at
Graflarn, hut he was not hit. He was
#'
ttu»g the better of the fellow, when he heard some
°wt‘
approaching, and fearing an accomplice, let up
ffie rascal and he made his
escape, after getting
ll 8(“v<-jre pummelling. A covered buggy was found
”een in
^ief £ot no
vi<Anity-

\‘n
,'-v

grappled

bootyVC

Grasshoppers are devastating the country
"Astern borders of Minnesota.

on

the

Generalities.
ltockland city marshal recently spilled 283
gallons ot confiscated liquors into a drain.
The

Orders have been received to resume work on the
United States Post office and Custom House in Bock-

land.
The Boston authorities are making a general movement against the unlicensed ruiushops, and have seized large quantities of liquors.

Samuel Libbey, a farmer of Westbrook, hung himHe has been insane for
self Saturday morning.
some

time.

figure. The city government refuses to pass the
account, the commissioner won’t cut it down, and
there it rests. Whether the commissioner will resign or be removed is not known. At a recent meeting one of the branches voted to exempt the city
district from the established rates, but the other
branch killed it. The matter has been deferred to
another meeting. We learn that one of the outside
surveyors has resigned.

In view of the precarious hold on life of the
Old South Church, Boston, it is interesting to
receive

a beautiful photograph of Cabinet size
of the vendable structure, d. W. Black of 333
Washington Street is the artist who made these

perfect pictures. Mr. Black is a veteran in photography, and lib work is as line as any done
in New England.
Flag;

Raising at Bncksport.

Last Saturday evening the Democracy
of Bncksport raised two large Tilden Sc
Hendricks flags, one at each end ot the
village. The evening was delightful and
an unusually large crowd gathered in the
streets to witness the unfurling of the
banners. The Bncksport Band was organized for the occasion, and considering
the fact that the members have not been
in practice for many months, discoursed
excellent music. As the flags went up
they were greeted with loud and hearty
cheers.
Alter the street demonstration was over
the people hastened to Emery’s large
ilall, which was soon lillud to repletion.
Nearly a thousand persons were in it.
The meeting was called to order by Harvey 1). liadlock. Esq., a popular and
rising young lawyer ot the village. Mr.
SpolVord, ot Deer Isle, who had been expected to be present, failed to appear, and
Mr. liadlock was called upon to occupy
bis time. This he did in a manner most
acceptable to the great audience. He has
a line voice and presence, and he spoke
with an energy and fluency that delighted
his hearers.
When he closed, the good
people of Bueksport happily realized that
they had an orator among them, but up
to that hour had known it not.
At the conclusion of his own speech,
which had been heartily applauded, Mr.
liadlock presented in a becoming and
complimentary manner, John 15. Redman, Esq., of Ellsworth, another popular
and rising young lawyer of tne Hancock
bar.
Mr. Redman was received with
He
warm demonstration of applause.
also spoke some forty minutes, making
many telling points which lie illustrated
with apt anecdotes that brought down
the house. Mr. Redman speaks with ease,
grace and fluency. His services together

with those of Mr. liadlock, will be in active demand on the stump in the Fifth
District in this campaign. They are just
the “boys” to wake up the young men of
that district to the necessity of a political
change and of Reform. [Commercial.

To Consumptives.
The advertiser, a retired
physician, having provideutally discovered, while a
Medical Missionary in Southern Asia, a very simple
vegetable remedy lor the speedy and permanent cure
of Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, and
all throat and lung a fleet ions,—also a
positive and
radical specific for Nervous Debility, Premature
Decay, and all Nervous Complaints, feels it his duty
to make it known to his guttering fellows. Actuated
by this motive, he will cheerfully send (free of
charge) to all who desire it, the recipe for preparing,
and full directions for successfully using, this providentally discovered remedy. Those who wish to
avail themselves of the benefits of this discovery
without cost, can do so by return mail, by addressing with stamp naming paper,

Capt. .losiah l’inkham, of Steuben, dropped dead
in ltockland, Wednesday, of heart disease. He was
about thirty-live years of age.
one hundred and sixty sail of vessels were
one day last week bet ween Gardiner and
mouth of the Kennebec.
Forty-eight came
the “Beach” on one tide, most all for ice.

Some

reported
the

through

A boy named Hughes has been arrested for robbing the Post Office at l'.ast Machias. Letters bad

been opened, robbed and missed more
months. A detective trapped him.

or

less for -ix

A Florida man made $1500 this year by getting
three hundred bushels of cucumbers into the .New
York market before the season at which they are

generally offered.

Schooner George K. Hatch of Pembroke, is lying
in Havana, Cuba, with the entire crew, excepting
the mate, sick with the yellow fever. Three of them
have already died, among the number a young man
named Israel Morang.
The Illinois Democrats'- held thiir state convention at Springfield last Thursday and nominated
Lewis Stewart of Wendall county for governor. The
St. Louis platform was endorsed and a resolution
asking the legislature to devise means to protect
working men against convict labor was adopted.
The swindling Lebanon concern, whose opera
tions in the pretended sale of
implements was exposed some time since, lias taken a
new name, ami is now operating, we learn, under
the name of .John Clark & Co. Two farmers in
Wintbrop were victimized by this old concern under a new name last Wednesday, one in the sum ot
$500, the other $300.

agricultuial

Mr. Hubert Cousens, a wealthy and hard working
farmer of Limerick, went into the woods adjoining
his pasture to cut some fencing poles. Before going
to work he took otl liis vest, which contained a wallet. in which were $200 in bills and a few silver
coins, and hung it on a limb of a tree. .Not long
after one ot his stalwart oxen came along, -pied tInvest and devoured and swallowed it, wallet, bills
and all, save the silver coins, which were vigorously
chewed and left upon the ground.

The justices o! tiio supreme court have
made the Allowing assignments of terms
of courts in the several counties for the
year beginning August, 1870
—

Appleton, C. J. September term in Piscataquis; October term in Washington; January

term in Penobscot; March term in Knox ; April
term in Penobscot.
Walton, J. August term in Kennebec; .September term in Aroostook; December term in
Somerset; January and Vpiil terms in Andros-

coggin.

Dickerson, J. September term in York; December term in Knox; January term in Waldo;
February term in Piscataquis; March term in
Somerset; April term in Waldo.
Harrows, J. August term in Sagadahoc;
September term in Knox: October term in
Waldo; January term in Washington; March
term in Oxford; April term in Cumberland.
Danl'orth, J. September term in Somerset;
October term in Kennebec; February term in
Aroostook; April term in Sagadahoc; April
term in Lincoln,
Virgin, J. September term in Androscoggin; October term in Cumberland; October
term in Lincoln; December term in Oxford;
January term in Cumberland: March term in
Franklin.
Peters, J. August term in Penobscot; September term in Oxford; October term in Penobscot; January term in York: February
term in Penobsco't: April term in Hancock.
i.ibbey, J. September term in Franklin;
October term in Hancock; December term
in Sagadahoc; March term in Kenneliee; April
term in Washington; May term in York.
Since the discovery of the Pittsfield forgery
perpetrated by Briggs, it has been ascertained
that the Dexter National Bank holds two hundred and

fifty

paper, by the

dollars of precisely similar forged
same

man.

Hr si's Uf.mkdy is not a new compound, it
has been before the public more than twenty
years, and extensively used by all classes, both
with and without the advice of a physician.
Hi nt's Uf.mkdy has been the means of saving from a lingering and frightful disease and
death hundreds of our well-known citizens.
Hi nt’s Ukmkdt never fails to cure Dropsy
and all Diseases of the Kidneys, Biadder, and

Primary Organs.

down the

They don’t object to the ir bathing, but wish
they would put on some clothing.

felt good.
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Crocker
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went

bathing by large boys
to enter
house tops I menly enough
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11

step

of

a

upon him that he had been drugged and shanghaid.
lie made his case known to the officers, and identi-

■

'!

in and have

they would

xcursion, uccetnipunied by tin Belfast town, engaged in manufactures, died suddenly on
bay Monday e veiling in the* Thursday of last week. lie was out fishing on Sat
barge < lilford e in 1 'uesduy the* barge* made* an e x- 1 urday, got much heated, ate a very hearty dinner,
cursion t»» Burnum’s circus in Bangor.
including cucumbers, which produced a stoppage of
the bowels and imfiammation, resulting in death
l be August races that are ueLortised to take place
four days afterwards.
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immediately became unconscious, und when he came to himself he was dressed
in the rough garb of a sailor, at sea, on board a
bark bound to Liverpool, England. The truth flashed
to
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Some three weeks
ago, Mr. George W. Crocker ol‘Belfast, inventor and
proprietor of the patent sanding roller that is used
in shoe factories, left this city on the Boston steamer to introduce his patent in Massachusetts.
NothSuAN(iiiaid
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County Lodge of Good Templars will meet
at Troy with Sparkling Fountain Lodge
Friday of
this week. Half fare to all Good Templars over the
railroad to attend, and carriages will be furnished
free by the Troy Lodge at Unity depot to convey
members to and from the Hall in Troy. The county
prizes will be awarded to the lodges making the
largest gains during the past quarter. All Good
Templars invited to attend.
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nr!.' us six o'clock
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papers

they scattered

fied himself by some letters that were found in a
I bag with him. The captain supposed him to be a
drunken sailor. He was finally placed on board of
Luther l’erry has been appointed draw tender at j an ocean steamer that came along, and taken to
the lower bridge, at a “alary of $100 per year, and
| Halifax, N.S. lie was then passed along home,
He suffered considerable
Hollis Smart tender at the upper bridge at a salary and arrived as stated.

ot mini.
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money
the floor.
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government
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up ol another post
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corner.
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in the forenoon

Kindergarten school is well attended, uud exinterest. The sessions are held forenoon
and afternoon of every day for little children as well
us for adults.
The Kindergartner is an experienced
teacher and gives universal satisfaction. The results
of this enterprise will not fail to be very beneficial to
the cause of education in this city.
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The Prog. Age has an account of a whale seen in
the bay last week. It has since been identified, we
learn, as the one that swallowed Jonah. The scullhole was seen through which that daring navigator
thrust his oar and directed the course of the le-

partment.
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Daughters of Rebekah will have a clam bake
and picnic supper on Saturday afternoon, on the
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The Waldo County delegates to the Democratic
Congressional Convention left for Ellsworth Wed-

to Charles
llazeltine, Esq.
A valuable horse belonging to the Belfast
Livery
Co. dropped dead in harness at Liberty on Sunday.

a

ess,

li doesn’t seem as though it was only sixteen
mouths ago that people rode to Castine in sleighs—
but it is a fact, nevertheless.
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Carter’s advertisement of corn.—Boot and shoes by J. W. Clark.
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of the eccentric frequenter of the
Almost everybody crowds to the shore now, to
theatre who used to turn the small end of get a sniff of salt air. It’s healthy.
When the thermometer marks ninety the smile of
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opera glasses to his enemy in the
the ice man is childlike and bland.
thus
him
box,
ighboring
making
appear
Blueberry pie for dinner now is an assumption to
diminutive; while his friends were made which
most everybody’s mouth gives color.
the
to appear ot generous proportions by
Clams are ripe, and therefore healthful.
magnifying leusc hold in their direction.
Camp meeting takes place tin* last week in August,
Nobody i\as really made larger or small- close at hand.
■ r
The Baptist society had a large clam bake on the
by tbe process, but it tickled the experimenter's fanev to think that they were, shore of tin• bay last week.
There will be a large excursion over the railroad
and made him feel well.
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of
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man

time,
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The readers of the Journal who may this
summer have oeca-ion to visit Boston, will
thank us fur reminding them that the American
House more than sustains its well-earned reputation as one of the best hotels of New Fngland. Particular attention is paid to the comfort of guests, and a desire to please is apparent in all parts of the house.
Put the American down in your note book,
and stop there when in Boston.
Dr. O. Fitzgerald will be at the New Fugland House Belfast, on the 14, 15 and 10 of this
month. All those who wish to consult this celebrated

physician

cures are

should give him

a

call.

His

wonderful.

Pills, Potions und Pungencies.
Prim.sione and Treacle, and Milk and Sulare administered on every change of season in families in the old countries to fortify
children against attacks of eruptive fevers. Ablutions with Glenn's Sri.phi r Soap >upply
an armor no disease can penetrate. Sold everywhere.

phur,

All who are suffering from nervous debility
and prostration of the physical powers, caused
by the errors of youth, should immediately
semi to l)r. \Y. II. Darker, assistant physician
and business agent of the “Dcabody Medical
Institute,” Poston, for a copy of “The Science
of Life, or Self Drcservation,” an invaluable
work, tlu- result of the widest research and
deepest thought upon the subjects of which it
“The Sexual Dhysioiogy of Woman
treats.
and Her Diseases” is another unique and instructive medical treatise; as is a Iso the work
on “Diseases of the Nerves and Nervous Maladies,” both of which are also published by the
Institute. No higher praise can he awarded
the author of these popular works than to say
that a very costly Gobi Medal has recently been
presented him by the National Medical Association. Fuller particulars may be found in
the Advertisement in our columns.
One More Unfortunate.
Almost even day the papers chronicle tin*
suicide of some poor unfortunate whose mind
has been enfeebled by dyspepsia, over whose
earthly horizon a heavy gloom has gathered
from the uniold and untellahle agonies of this
cruel complaint. Dyspepsia is one of the most
depressing diseases alllieting humanity. It is
cosmopolitan in its nature—no country is exempt from its visitations, no family free from
its attacks. There is a halm in Gilead; it comes
in the shape of the Puruvian Syrup. For
years it has been scattering its blessings abroad.
There is, probably, no disease which experience lias so amply proved to be remediable by
the Puruyiax Syrup as Dyspepsia- The most
inveterate forms of this disease have been completely cured by this medicine, as ample testimony of many of our tirst citizens prove.
The Grand Union Hotel, New York, opposite
the Grand Central Depot, has overo">0elegantly
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all improvements. European plan. Carriage hire is
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot
free. The restaurants supplied with the best.
Guests can live better for less money at tlie
Grand Union than at any other first-class hotel.
Stages and ears pass the Hotel constantly to all
parts of the citv. and to Philadelphia Depot.
1

vr

Dyspepsia.
Americans are particularly subject to Ibis
disease and its effects: such as Sour Stomach,
Sick Headache, Habitual Costiveness, Heart
burn, Water brash, coming up of the food,
coated tongue, disagreeable taste in the mouth,
palpitation of the Heart and all diseases of the
Stomach and Liver. Two doses of <1 keen's
Augi sr Ki.oweu will relieve you at once, and
there positively is not a case in the United
States it will not cure. If you doubt this go to
vour Druggist, It. II. Moody, and get a Sample
Bottle for JO cents and try it. Regular size 75
cents—(imos32eow

Augusta, Aug. 8. The Kennebec Journal will publish a letter to-morrow l'rom
Hon, John L. Stevens withdrawing his
candidacy for Congress from the Third
Maine District. This leaves Mr. Lindsey
without a competitor.
Machias, Aug. 8. At the Democratic
County Convention to-day James li. Talbot and Giles M. Wenthworth were nominated tor Senators; Warren Hathaway for
Sheriff: Archibald McNichol for County
Attorney; Ephraim K. Smart for Judge
ol Probate; 'Prescott Lawrence for Register of Probate; Rufus T. Crano for Treasurer; Melbourne H. Willey lor County
Commissioner.

Scia-

tica, Swellings, Sprains, Stiff Joints, Hums,
Scalds, Poisonous Hites, and all tlesh, bone and
muscle ailments, can be absolutely cured by
the Centaur Liniments. What the White Liniment is for the human family, the Yellow Liniment is for spavined, galled, and lame horses
and animals.
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I- for
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BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS,

PORT

Light

OF

heavy.

or

S
A

SCHOOL BOOTS.
August
—

Belfast

tishing

ground".
Aug. It 11, sehrs. W in. fell, Mathew**, Northport;
Nathan CliH'ord, Holmes, Orland; Win. C. Eadie',
Ryder, Hurricane Island, Manuella, Castine; yacht
Sport, Tribou, Bucksport.
Aug. 5111, schr. Forest Queen, Robbins, Bangor.
Aug. tit 11, sehrs. Orono, Power-, Isle au Haut;
Abb\ Cale, Darby, Ellsworth, for New York; A. W.
Ellis, Ferguson, do; Boaz, Coombs, New’ York;
.Mary, Cook, bulling grounds; Malabar, Welsh, Boston. to
load for Portland;
Magnum, Boiiuni,
.of Ipswich, Mass., I'unier, Portland; Banner, Cottrell, Bangor; Sea Flower; Robbins, do; Rio,
Coombs, Portland.
Aug. 7th, sehrs. James Bliss, Hatch, New York;
Hannibal, Pendleton, do; Champion, Cray, Bangor,
Ocean Queen, ;of Cloucester,) Parker, Cloucester.
Aug. Mil, schr. S. J. Citmore, Sylvester, Port

IvXeexing'

O V

Xj

—

Manuella, Castine; Capitola, Pendleton, iishing;!
Banner. Patter.-lmll, Salem; Columbine, (Br.) llig
gins, Windsor. N. S.; yacht Sport, i ribou, Bucks
port.
Aug. bth, schrs. Geo. Kilburn, Blake, Bath Lizzie
L. .Mills, Armstrong, do; Cameo, Cunningham, Boston.

Aug. 7th, schrs. W. <• Kadie, Kyder, Hurricane
Island; Magnum Bonum, Turner, Bangor.
Aug. sth. schrs. Champion, Gray, trading cruise;
Geo. B. Ferguson, Fm-guson, New York; Abby
Gal**, Darby, do. : F.inpire, Byan, Boston; Nat linn
Clitford, Holmes, New York; forest Queen, Bobbins, Plum 1-land: John W. Hall, .Jr.. Ginn, PeYu.

DOMESTIC PORTS.

Charleston, Aug. 2d,
Cottrell, this port.

Dav, Wkdnksd

First
Purse SHO for .'l

m.

class.

Phiuuey. Boyd, Liverpool.
Cld. from Savannah, Aug. 4th, sch. Charlie Bucki,
Foss, Bath.
Ar. at New Orleans, Aug. 2d, sch 8. S. Day, McFarland, L t ilia.
I

OHI.IGN TOUTS.

Ar. at Liverpool. July Gist, ship Carondelet, Stetson, New York; bark Orchilla, Ilerriman, Morso
Zilitan; Aug. 1st, ships N. T. Hill, Snow, Bueksport; .'hi, City of Brooklyn, Ilerriman, Mobile.
Shi. from do. July 31st, ship Merom, Lowell, N.
Orleans; Aug. 1st, ship M. I\ Gram*, Wilbur, New
York; bark Annie Torrey, Libby, United States.
Ar. at Queenstown, Aug. -*t!», schr. Fred A. Carle,
Condon, Boston, loth, lilt, (see note on fast sailing

below.)

Sid. from Limerick, Aug. 2d, bark Sarah Hobart,
Pinkhum, New York.
Ar. at Cardilf, Aug. 2d, brig Ftta Whitmore,
Johnson, Machias, Maim*.
Sid. from Calais, hr.. Aug. 2d, bark Fannie hi.
Coring, Humphreys, 1'uited States.
Ar. at Lisbon, July 20th, brig Clara M. Goodrich,
Look. Philadelphia.
Ar. at Carthagena, July 20th, brig Thomas Owen,
of Portland, Guptill, New York.
Ar. otf Dover, Aug. 2d, schr. Nellie Scott, Miller,
Boston for Hull.
Ar. at Bordeaux, July 31st, brig Herman, Patterson, Baltimore.
Sid. from do. same date, bark Syra, Corning, United States.
Ar. at Picton, N. S., Aug. 4th, brig J. B. Brown,

Schoouer Fred A Carle, built at this port last season, arrived at Queenstown, 4th inst., having made
the passage from Boston in less than nineteen (lays.
She sailed in company with the bark D. II. Bills, of
Quincy. Mass., and both vessels arrived same date.
The Carle is a three masted schooner of 530 tons
burthen, and was deeply laden, which considerations
go to render this an uncommonly quick run. Ship
N. T. Hill also arrived at Liverpool 1st inst., sixteen

days from Bucksport.
(

HARTERS

OF THE

WEEK.

for the

Journal.

Schr. Mark Pendleton, of Islesboro, has recently
been chartered, and is now loading ice at Kennebec
at §1.75 per ton, tonages paid. This is the highest
rate paid this season; they have since declined to
$1 and $1.15, which is ottered at time of writing;
brig James Miller, of this port, 300 tons, New York
to Pernambuco at or about $ 1 gold per bbl; schr.
George and Albert, recently of this port, 121 tons.
New York to Jacksonville and return with lumber,
I $0,25/or the round trip; sch. Ada. W. Gould, of

w
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SEWING

Purse
class.

!? 100 for

t*

GO class.

Also for Sale
1 Singer Taping Machine.
4 A in Presses, (Ilowe’."
3 Kailroad Presses,
llow* ’*,.
Store’s Arm Presses,
g Stoves for heating Slugs.
Tables, horses, chairs &c., being the balance of
machinery from our pant manufaetorv.
T or term>, address
<.K< >. A. ‘JlIMBY & CO.
Belfast, July 17, 1JS70.
4u3
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B. F. WELLS.

Belli.st,
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-_ :<>: _-

If AVK just t.hl. d to my stock BOND S BF FIT.It
( liACKKKS, Soda ami Fancy l’ilot Bread, Simps
of all kinds, Lemon Biscuit, Oat Meal BOcuit uml
Bunds frevh from Bond’s Baek«-ry, Boston. A Do
a large <ortim-nt ol
Fishing Tackle, Hooks and
Lines. &c.
Also I have just rt ceivrd and shall ke« p constantIv on hand a Large and Well-Selected Stock of

I
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work
1‘arties OiVNC

lor .MACHINES can
have work.
MONROE hands who
arc ready l'1 work, will please notify us.
GEO. A OUIMIiY & CO.
Belfast. Juno Id. 187d.
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Hemlock and Spruce Lumber all sizes and
lengths up to 40 feet,
Two inch Spruce plank,
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of

VERY LOW AT

Foreclosure Notice.
-o-

J. C. THOMPSON & SON

A NO OR SAVINGS BANK of Bangor, in County of Penobscot, gives notice that Till'. T'oict
Point Hotel Company, a corporation organized
under an act of the Legislature of Maine, by its
deed dated the twenty-seventh day of November A.
1). 1-71, and recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds, Book lof», page 3h>, conveyed in mortgage
to Cii.wtLKs B. SANi oui) and lln.n Ross, of Ban
gor, County of Penobscot, their heirs and assigus,
a certain lot of land with buildings thereon, situate
in Stockton, in the County of Waldo, a “Port Point”
so called, being the hotel and lot on which it stands,
near the government “light-house” and being all
and the same premises conveyed to said corporation
by said Sanford & Ross by deed dated dune 13, 1-71,
and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book l.'»3,
page 434, including all rights of way specified in said
deed, reference to said deeds to be had for more particular description. And afterwards, on the same
day, said Sanford & Ross, mortgagees aforesaid, by
their written assignment thereof, recorded in NVnido Registry of Deeds, Book loti, page 317, assigned
said mortgage, together with the note* secured
thereby, to said Savings Bank, as collateral security
for their two notes of hand of same date, for live
thousand dollars each—reference to said deeds to be
had.
The conditions of said mortgage being broken the
said Bangor Savings Rank hereby, by reason of
such breach, claim to foreclose said mortgage.
BANGOR SAVINGS RANK.
By Samuel 1). Tin hston, Treasurer.
3wf>
Baugor, duly *J‘J, 1870.

1~>

Boots & Shoes

40

Ilit;

1ST E W

Lumber Yard
M. R.

Cooper,

informs his old customers and

HKRKBY
public, that he lias opened

the

a

NEW LUMBER YARD
At tin* foot of Main Street, near the Railroad Depot,
where he will keep constantly on hand Sawed Timber of all dimensions, Pine, Hemlock and Spruce
Boards, Shingles and Clapboards of all qualities.

Larthes, Cement, Lime, Sand and Hair.

Something XTew
BOTH ORNAMENTAL & USEFUL.

BANGOR SAVINGS BANK, of Bangor in
A tlie County of l'enobscot, gives notice that
Charles B. Sanford and Droit Ross, of said
Bangor, by their deed bearing date the twentyseventh day of November, A. D. 1871, and recorded
in Waldo Registry ol Deeds, Book 15(1, page 344,
conveyed in mortgage to s.tid Hunger Savings Bank,
its successors and assigns, the following described
parcel of real estate situate in Stockton in the County of Waldo, at “Fort Point.” so called, the same
being near and adjoining the Government Light
Douse lot, and are tlie same conveyed to said Sanford and Ross by the following deeds, viz Robert
P. Clewlev and others, deed dated July 15, 1870,
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book lit),
page 528; and George Clifford's three deeds, one
dated Oct. 29, 1870, and recorded as aforesaid, Book
153, page 14; one dated Nov. 14, 1870, and recorded
in same book, page 9, and one of the lot adjacent to
the last two, containing about fifteen acres, and is
the same oil which the new hotel stable has been
erected and the same conveyed to said Sanford
and Ross by said Clifford by his other deed dated
August 15, 1871, all said parcels of land being held
by them in common.
Also the following other parcels of real estate
situate in said Bangor, together with the buildings
thereon, said parcels being the separate estate of
said Sanford, viz : The homestead of said Sanford,
at the corner of Union and Second streets, being
the same conveyed to him by Mrs. Caroline W. Farrar by deed dated Nov. 7, 18(15, and recorded in Penobscot Registry of Deeds, Book 353, page 134. Also
another lot near said homestead on said Second
street, being same conveyed to said Sanford by Win.
H. Parsons, by deed dated March 28, 1807, and recorded as aforesaid, Book 308, page 214. Also another
parcel of land with the brick store thereon, situate
on Broad street, being one of the stores in l'iske &
Emerson’s block and the same premises conveyed
to said Sanford by Gibbs &
deed dated
May 23, 1807, and recorded as aforesaid, Book 308,
page 130, reference to all said deeds to be had for a

G11 AXI T E

rjlilE

Iron Ware!
CALL

AND

S E K

IT

WADLIN& MERRILL’S

give

long

place,

at

Pi. Pi. FORBES,
No. 13 Main Street.
Belfast, .June 0, 187<»-

Abbott

am

ONE half of tin* Thos. J. Farrow house,

on

liiion Street—a nice and convenient tenement.
W. II. SIMPSON.

LOST !
twilled.silk sun-umbrella with

the

Something

at

as

WANTED
wanted of WALTER

WILK-

INSON who left Natick, Mass., Monday, 17th of
INFORMATION
dark
is about 4 feet
black

eyes,
April,
high, large
brown hair, was well dressed, lie was last heard
from in Belfast, in Mav last. Address.
KDW. WILKINSON,
3wf»*
Box 2U8, Natick, Mass.

Phillips, by

( oiti!

particular description.

The condition of said mortgage being broken, the
said Bangor Savings Bank, by reason ot said breach,
claims to foreclose the said mortgage.

j

?»

BUSHELS PRIME YELLOW CORN
received by Schooner Lizzie Mills.
| Ox M
The Corn is of excellent quulity. For sale LOW.
In store at Lane’s Wharf.
ALBERT CARTER,
tl‘0
Belfast, Aug. 0, 1870.

7-inn
"just

BANGOR SAVINGS BANK,
D. Thurston, Treasurer.

(Torn

on

and Saturday Cove. The tinder will be suitably re.
warded on leaving the same at the office of Finery
tl >
Boardinan, Fsip, Belfast.

charge
the
MK.
opening of the next session, Sept. 5. Addresw
*"
CW
above.
7w4*
resume

bone

lo.-t
VBLIF
handle,
Tuesday, the 1st inst.,
either in the streets of the citv,
between Belfast
or

STREET.

Family School for Boys.
ABBOTT will

Let.

MTo

Little Blue, Farmington, Mo.
A. 11.

Notice.

Special

closing out niv Stock on account of poor
health, all persons indebted to me by note or account, sire hereby notified that their accounts must
be settled immediately, or they will be placed in the
hands of other parties lor collection.
11 II. FOKBES.
49tf
Belfast, June 5, 1870.
As 1

was

MAIN

Buy is at

Apple to
Belfast, Aug. 1, 1870.—tfu

-AT-

68

to

Who on account of failing health, proposes to sell
out iiis entire Stock of HOOTS :“)tt SHOES11*
about the original cost at retail, thereby giving the
wearer the heiielit of the !,<>W THICKS for CASH
and CASIRONKY; as 1 propose to close up my
business very' soon no credit will be given.
My Stock consists of all the various style.- of l ADIES. MISS »H»i CHILDRENS’ a/m cloth
and Km Fo V /.'/> HOOTS, also SLI TI'THS, III /
ro.\ SHOTS, also MEN’S unci BOY’S <11/
/mors, a lt.x.is non r, also cur st/:a t
HCCKLC <HoTS, also Common A//’, THICK,
and SHUT SHOTS, tor common wear. In fact
the stock is too numerous to mention in detail, and
tinally, call and examine the QCALITY and HHl
As I propose to
CHS, and you will be sun- to buy
all HOOD HA HOi/.XS as
as they LAST,
it 1 am able to attend to business.
I>on’t f -rget the

M. R. COOPJIKtl44

Belfast, May 1, 1K7»>.

place

II. II. lOltltES'

Foreclosure Notice.

3w4

H.

out his

Hemlock

By Samuel
Bangor, July 20, 1870.

TUIS

and Solicit Trade to Sustain it-

SI.50. 2.50. 3.50, 4.00 & G.00

At tin* old stand formerly occupied by M. it.
('<mHT.1I & (.!<>., and now
to the public for CASH (lieut Bargains tor 0o da\s.

more

a

Assortment
OF

I

keeping

Hair

s\\rm;m;s

Lumber. Lime. Cement. Sand.&c.

Kxtra

Full

Switches!

Lumber!
Lumber!!
undersigned

I intend

rsdav.

Class 2:35.
G. XV. Reed, Bangor, g. m. Fearless,formerly Mabel.
D. L. Pitcher, Belfast,
g. g. Granite Boy.
Dr. O. Fitzgerald, Dexter.
g. g. Jim Fisk.
Ed. Geteheil. Waterville.
hr. g. l'ogus Bov.
C. E. Murray, No. Vassal boro, g.g. Joint 11. Murray.
C. W. Bisbee. Camden,
ch. g. I nch* Ben.
S. A. Nye, Fairlield,
i>. g. Little Fred.
f»0
»
cts.
Ladies.
J
ets.
Admission,
Carriages free.
Half fare by railroad and steamers.
C. P. 1IAZELTINE, Sec’y.
ivv
Belfast, July '■!?, 1M0.

The

AT

$35.00, $40.00, $45.00.

Clsss 2:50.
E. E. and F. M. Rowe, Ellsworth, Brother Dunbar.
D. Lancaster, Belfast,
e. m. Nellie.
E. W. Berry, Belfast,
Victor, ,lr.
B. Tolman, Augusta,
c. m. Eowi-e.
W. II. MeLellan, Belfast,
b. m. Fannie.
Edward Jones, Fairlield,
b. m. Gilbreth Maid.
•Sami'. Da

MACHINES!

FOIl SALT.

G. W. Reed, Bangor, g.m. Fearless, formerly Mabel
A. N. Barrill, Newport,
blk-s. Milanorkett.
I>. L. Pitcher, Belfast,
br.m. Ymerican Ladv
F. W. Berry,'Belfast,
Charley B.
Ed. Geteheil, Waterville,
blk m. Anson Beile.
C. E. Murray, No. Vassalboro, g g. ,lolm K. Mu.rrav

Dav, Tin

1TECH TIES!

DOMESTIC

Class 3:00.
K. F. and F. M. Rowe, lillsworth, Brother Dunbar.
B. Ingraham, West Camden, b.m. Lady Anderson
W. II. Clifford, Belfast,
b.g. Dick.
S. F. Thomas, Newburg,
b.m. Kittv W« Us.
P>. Tolman, Augusta,
b.m.’ Louise.
W. II. MeLellan, Belfast,
b.m. Fannie.
Edward Jones, Fairlield.
b. m. (lilbreth Maid.
S. M. Young, Lincolnville,
b. s. Little Fred.
G.

Sixonja

anything you Want in

And

$->uO for J:41

Purse

class.

Davis,

Cld. from \\ ilmington. N. C. July Mist, sch. Mary
A. McCann, Boston.
Ar. at Newburyport, Aug 4th, sch. Jachin, Getch
ell, Bondout.
Cld. from New York, Aug. 5th, brig Helen O.

o

UNDER

7b
Bangor, Aug 5th, ship Clarissa B. Carver,
1 gb
Dow, Searsport to load deals lor Kngland
1
7b
Ar at New York, Aug Md, bark David Babcock,
goo
Coleord, Havana; l;b. sell. 1. 11. Livingston, Mc- 200 Barrels
1
b<>
Cement,
Donald, Seville.
80
Lime,
Cld. from Se\ille, 2d, sch. Annie L. McKeen, McKeen, .Jacksom ill*'.
PICKETS AND HAY BOARDS.
Cld. from Philadelphia, Aug 2d, sch. Yankee
S to lg M Hay Hoops on hand.
s?lg 00
Blade, Parker, fhomaston; Henry Whitney, Shep- j Hardwood Boards from 1 to 1 -5 4 inch; Cedar l’osts
ard, this port, William Stevens, Klwell, Bockland.
from <» to 10 feet; House (bitters, 0 to 10 cents per
|
Ar. at Eastport, Me., July Moth, sell. J. G. Drew,
foot; Floor boards, plained and jointed; Nice Yard
Wadlin, Cadiz and Gloucester.
Boards, plained and shippers, S<)LH A 1 < OST.
Sid. from Bucksville, S. C. Aug 1st. sch. .Jennie
1 can also furnish, on short notice, Hemlock frames
Harrington,
L»meburner
Searsport; Mary
Beazley,
cut to dimensions with all the necessary lumber t"
Coombs, New Bedford.
complete the building.
Ar. at Baltimore, July Mist, sell E. if. II* rriman,
A. HAYFORD.
llerriman, Mayaguez.
lib
Belfast, Aug. :5, 1870,
Cld. from do, .July Mist, brig Liberty, Devereuux,
sells. Sarah ]..

GLOVES

Association!

Trotting

Spruce Joice, random,
Cellar Shingles,.

at

SUSPENDERS

AUGUST 16th nml 17th, 1876.

SAILED.

Boston.
Ar. at

KINDS.

D

EXTREM ELY

Johnson.

Aug. 2d, Schrs. Acorn, (Br.) Cross lev, Windsor,
N. S.; Paragon, Sliute, Bueksport to ioad ice for
New York.
Aug. :»d, brig Princeton, Wells, Bueksport to load
ice for New Ymk; sciir. K. S. Wilson, Patterson,
Bockland.
Aug. 5th, schrs. Genl. Meade, Peachy, Citv Point;

Xj

—AT-

MISSES & CHILDREN’S

Class 2:41.

Lafayette!

O

GOOD ASSORTMENT OF

BELFAST.

ARRIVED.

Ar.

ALE

AND WILL BE

SAMK DA v.

Au<r. 1st. l-rig Princeton, (of Brooklin.) Wells,
Hoboken.
Aug. 2d, sehrs. E. S. Wilson, Patterson, Bangor;
Ceo. Shattuek, McCarty, Boston; Empire, Ryan,
Searsport, to finish loading for Boston;
Crockett, tishing grounds; Tantamount, (of Islesboro, Pendleton, Portsmouth; John W. Hall, Jr. d
ni, of Philadelphia,; Cinn, Portland, to load ice for
Petersburg, Y:t.; Columbine, Br. Higgins, Wind
sor, N. S ; Ceorge Kilburn, .of Bangor- Blake, New
York.
Br.) Cheverio, N. S.;
Aug. dd, sehrs. Mary Jam
Lizzie L..Mills, Armstrong. New York; Mary, St in
sou, Isle an Haul: sloop Trip, Higgins,

tersburg,

HOSIERY !

J. 0. THOMPSON k SON’S

Age

NEWS.

OF

Gents1 Boots,

I

COLLARS!

Furniture Store

NO. 13, PHENIX ROW,
You

SHIRTS.

n i\n i rl

for acquiring Practical Business
FMucation.

of

in part ol Fine \\ iiite

Consisting

Book-Keeping, Penmanship, and Fhiglish branches
specialty. For circular and full particulars,
Address. D. M. WAXTT,
Principal.

a

Splendid Line

a

FURNISHING GOODS

in Prices of

AUGUSTA^MAINE.
Best

&G.

LADIES'BOOTS. SURGE OR KID.

tne Hate, Name and

In Camden, July 21, Clara May, infant child of L.
M. and C. I). Keiiniston, aged 5 months and
days.
In Camden, July 21, Lucy L., wife of A. (J.
Clover,
aged 20 years, 5 months and 27 days.
In 1 homaston, July «J, Emily Louise, wife of Henry I). Brown, aged 20 years 10 months and 2<» days.
In Newcastle, July 22, Harry S., »oii of John II.
Morse, aged 1 year and 5 months.
In Last Boothbay, July 22, Win. H. Wheeler,
aged
Jd years.
In Edgecombe, July 11, Zoa A. Dodge,
aged 2«
and
d
months.
years
In Edgecombe, .July 10, Willie S. Baker, aged Id
years and !1 months.
In Warren, July 20, John 8. Newbert
aged (VI
years.
Drowned a? Hurricane Isle, Arthur, son of John
and Clara Collins, aged * years, 2 months and d
days.
In 1 homaston, July 27, Philip, son of
Henry and
Adel in Dennis, aged -1 years and 11 months.
In Rockland, July 20th, Capt. Archelus
Ripley,
aged >7 years, 10 months and Id davs.
In Ellsworth, July 20th, Mrs. Katie Sullivan, aged
21 years,
In Sullivan, July 2Sth, Fremont o.
Bragdon, aged
20 years, 1 months.
In Deer Isle, July 27th, Lizzie A., wife of C. C.
Cousins, aged dl years, .» months and 2d days.

Si l l I

BUSINESS SUITS!

Cutter,Hyde &Co

School Year opens Aug. 29, 1876.

M. A. CULLNAN,
of Miller and Cross Sts.
ilwliis

DIED.

>

DRESS SUITS,

Wo Have Heard of it!!

MARRIED.

must be pa id for. j

ill work in connection with Mr. P.

w

£&o.,

DIRIGO BUSINESS COLLEGE,

Iii
Mr-.
In

Obituary notices, beyond

Over Coats

low pricks.

Successors to II l'DE & Dove and

mauiier.

Rockland, July -J, .Mr. Samuel F. Yeazie to
Sophia burgess, both of Camden.
Rockland, July oo, Mr. Harrv Prescott to Miss
Hattie J. Montgomery, both of Rockland.
In Kllsworth, July -0th, Mr. Kdward
Chapman to
Mi-s Charlotte S. Bovnton, both of Kllsworth

and

Gr

same

GIVE THEM A CALL.
Morison Building, Washington Street.
ttb
Belfast, Aug. d, l.s?0.

Processions supplied with fireworks and experiencmen to manage them,
bend for price list.

7 wt,

S P R I N

blacksmith shop.
" e feel confident that any work left with these
men, will be faithfully and thoroughly performed.

Flags for flag raisings at best possible prices.

Painting
Papering Front Halls, Parlors and
Sitting Rooms, a specialty. Orders soliciteu and
will be promptly attended to.
Satisfaction as to

by

and at

WILLIAM F. MAYO
purchased the Blacksmith Shop in the

be had in the market for

can

Mr. Mayo is also an experienced
Carriage-smith of
long experience, and was for years foreman of the

6 informs!
FIREWORKS,

TORCHES,

promptly

papering
painting,
done in
the

price and work assured

Has also

of the Finest that

some

Notice.

rukm ati'i;i:

i'ampaigit

pamariseotta

best

are a

Have Gome !
And

MR. PI RRINGTON is a thorougli
carriage maker
of twenty-live years
experience, and for a number
of years foreman of the
wood-working department
ot the building where he is now located.

cure

Chinese Lanterns, Flags, and every variety
of Campaign Goods.
Clubs and individuals supplied (direct, or through
our Agents), at manufacture's'prices.
Illuminations of squares and buildings executed

lhe Democrats of Lincoln
County are requested
to send delegates to attend a Convention to be
held
at Lincoln Hall, in Damarecotta, on
FRIDAY, AL'.I SI -Gth, 1.S70, at lo o’clock A.
M., for the purpose
oi nominating candidates for State
Senator, Judge
ot 1 rebate, Sheriif, County
Attorney, County Commissioner, and Countv Treasurer, to be supported at
the next State election. Also to select a
County
( omnuttee whose term of service
will commence
Jan. 1st, Ls77.
The basis of representation will be as follows
Faeli town and plantation will be entitled to
ouo
delegate, and an additional delegate for every twenty Uve Democrat!• votes, or majority fraction there
ol, cast for Gen. Roberts, the Democratic candidate
tor Governor, in lh7f>.
L mler this call and basis, Aina will be
entitled to
-5 delegates;
Boothbay fc; Bremen 3; Bristol M
6; Dresden-1; Kdgecomb .'{: Jelferson
; Newcastle i; Nobleboro
0; Somerville l* WaldoborolS; Westport-*; Whiteti-ld 0, Wiseasset lie
Southport 0 Mon began Island J.
itCFUS C. ClIAl’M \x\
Richard 1 Randleit,
Dl NXls R. Ha.ni.v,
Ki.it ridge s. Weeks,
Henrv Farrington,
Democratic County Committee.
Ai <iisr, 71 h, 1S7(».

ami

simple and cheap

Piirriiigtoii

formerly occupied by the l'erkins Bros., and is nowprepared to do sill kinds of work, botli light and
heavy, in Carriage and Sleigh iuuking.
Repairing and Jobbing Done at Short

building,

Democratic

House
Graining
and

valuable considera-

ukuiuty.
Tim etfect is woxThrow
and the only remedy to he trusted.
physic to the dogs.” Send for circular to Dr. J.
4wG
lvarr, 882 Broadway, N. Y.

The Democrats of Monroe are notified
to meet in Caucus at the Town House on Thursday,
Aug. 17th, at six of the clock in the afternoon, to
choose deli-gates to the County Convention to be
liolden at Belfast, A ug. ltfth, and to nominate a candidate for Representative.
Per Order.

County

a

Goods

Spring

the Carriage making department
the Morison buildingon Washington street,
HASin purchased

dekfui.

Monroe.

Lincoln

(too. W.

day given iny son, Gkoiuik \Y.
Yorxo, liis time during his minority. 1 shall claim
none of his earnings nor pay any debts of his con'SAMUEL YOUNG.
tracting after this date.
s. W. Siiumwaky, \\\ Lins* ott.
8w:r
Belmont, July 20, 1870.
ELECTRIC BELTS,

Compiled specially

Mothers can secure health for their children and rest for themselves by the use of Castora, a perfect substitute for Castor Oil. It is
absolutely harmless, and is as pleasant to take
For Wind-C'olic, Sour Stomach,
as honey.
Worms or Constipation, for young or old, there
is nothing in existence like it. It is certain, it
is speedy, it is cheap.
am 2

IS CERTIFIES
npil
X tion I have this

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Whoa.! Teamsters!

NOTICE.

Dr. CllARLLS P. MARSHALL,
:>;> Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. V.

3m50

I'uykbi no, Aug, 7. A party ot young
men Irom Tamworth Iron Works went
yesterday to Chocorua Lake, in Albany,
N. II., to bathe. Four of them had entered the water and one, Paul Williams;
was
attending to the horse when a Mr.
Cone, keeper of a boarding house near,
appeared and ordered them away. Not
complying with the request he at once
Foster, Oporto.
went to his house and bringing a musket,
A Few Things That Wo Know.
At Huanillos, July 14th, ships Chandos, Boss, for
lired upon Williams, killing him almost
We know that a discorded stomach or liver Kurope; Leonora, Griffin, for do., both loading.
Ar. at Bordeaux, Aug. 2d, brig J. 11. Lane, Shiite,
more
than
other
The
entered
the
cause.
throat
produces
suffering
any
instantly.
charge
We know that very few physicians are success- New York.
and lungs.
Forty-seven shot were ex- ful in
Sid. from Cardilf, July 23th, ship B. B. Fuller, Giltheir treatment of these disorders. We
tracted Irom Williams. Seeing what he know
more, Bombay.
that DaCosta’s Radical cure will, withSid. from Copenhagen, .July 20th, brigJ. Il.Cranhad done Cone went back to his liou.se and out the shadow of a
doubt, almost immediate- don, Pierce, Baltic.
threatened to kill any one who dared to ly relieve and permanently cure all of these disAt Bombay, June Gotli, ship Ivanhoe, Ilerriman,
enter. The people gathered, and finally tressing symptoms. We know of thousands line.
Ar. at Galway, Aug. 0th, brig Josie C. Hazeltine,
who are willing to testify that what we sav is
one of the selectmen battered down the
true to Hie letter.
We know that if you will Hodsdon, ordered from Queenstown.
door and arrested the murderer. A crowd
give it a fair trial you will let us add your name
SPOKEN.
of odd people soon gathered, and they to the ‘'cloud of witnesses.” Will you
give it a
4th, lat. 35:10 N. Ion. 17:11, schr. Ada 1*.
trial, and do it now? Trial size only 25c. Sold
were so incensed at the murder that they
July
Gould, from Alexandria, Kng., for New York.
talked strongly of drowning Cone in the by W. O 1’ook ,fc Son, sole agents for Belfast,
July 22d, lat. 37, Ion. 72:40, brig Dauntless, from
A. .1. Jordan agent for Orland. R. B. Stover,
Richmond, Ya., for Tuiste.
lake. Cone is a Southerner and made his
agent for Bucks port.
July 24th, otr the British coast, ship Gatherer,
appearance in the neighborhood as a book
Brolcssor Barkers Pleasant Worm Syrup is from Liverpool for Bombay.
30th, lat. 40:15, Ion. 07:43, ship Humboldt, of
pedlar. He has a wife and one child. He perfectly safe and extremely palatable. No Julyfrom
New York for San Francisco.
has been taken to Ossipee jail.
Williams physic required, costs 25 cents. Try it. t!50 Bath,
was a most estimable
young man.
QUICK PASSAGES.

Caked Breasts, ltheumatism,

Bangor. 127 tons, New York to Rio Grande do Sul
and back to New York or Boston, $2,250, gold and
port charges; ship D, \V. Chapman, of Damariscot
ta, 1,015 tons, New York to New Orleans, general
cargo, lump sum; bark Helen Sands, ot' Bath, 5G8
tons, 8,COO bbls relined oil, Philadelphia to Continent
exc. Dutch ports, 4s. Od.

ISTew.

bus based the sontli-west
•
side of F. C. Hilton's store
ami is now prepared to offer for sale a full and complete Stock ot Ousts li itxismsu (ioons and
Kl‘iihkk Clotiiinu. (live him a call at 54 Main
Street.
3w4
Belfast, July 1!G, 1870.
■

UAMPY
flAIlL I

Administratrix’s Sale.
a license granted by the Hon.
.lodge of Probate for the county of Waldo, I
shall sell at public auction, on the premises, on Sat
nrday, the ninth day of September next, at 4 o’clock
in the afternoon, all the right, title and interest
which David Durgin, late of Belfast, in said county,
deceased, had, at tlie time of his decease’, in and to
a certain lot of land situate in said Belfast, at the
corner of Pearl and Cross Streets, and being the
same lot u|K)ii which the dwelling house of said deceased formerly stood.
SAltAll DURGIN,
Administratrix of the estate of David Durgin.
3wtf
1870.
Belfast, Aug. d,

T~>URSUANT to

i.

Old

The

Pastor's

public.

pi General 1). 11. Hill before Mecklenburg (X. G.) Historical Society, which is republished in the May
In tin; address

A smile lay on liis lips. Hi- wa the secret
< >f sorrow *
glad surcease,
t pon hi- toreiu-ad simile the benediction
>f everlasting p.-a
Hi" wa
of l*ro\ idence are most mysterious,”
I lie ih aeons giavi ly said,
A> under ing <> ed, and scared, the people crow ded
About tlnir pastor—dead.
■•U, love.l liitul” wrote the
people on tile colIin,
1 n words of shining gold;
And h ue the broken heart they set a statue
n marble, white and cold,
fh end
Ah no, the undiscovered country
Somewheie in brightness lie-;
lme.a'i only -pace an l stars may be discerned
By man’s -hurt sighted eye-.

Hush !
tan

-rare

ly hoar,"

-no

murmured,

I ->r my heart boai loud and fast,
lint surely, in the far, far distance,
1 ran hear a sound at last
It is only tin reapers singing
A- theycurr;. homo t heir sheaves;
And the evening bree/.e ha- ri-en,
And rustles the d>ing leave-/

'•

••Liston! there

are voices talking.”
sirov <• to .-peak.
\ et tier v«doe L'l'eu taint and trembling,
And the red tlu-aeii in her cheek."
••It i- only tiie children plaving
lh low, now tlu ir work i- don--,
And t!e*\ laugh that tIn ir eyes arc dazzled
1 •; the rays of the -citing sun.'’

<'aluily -till she

1 .lint, grew her voice, and w eaker,
As with anxious eyes
a- cried,
••Dow n the avenue <>f chestnuts
! can hear a horseman ride."
"l! wa-unlx the deer that weiv ued.r,
In a in r.l on tl.< clover gni-s,
'Hi v were star;lyd, and lied to the thicket,
As they saw the reapers pa--."
■

Now the night arose in silence,
bird- l.i in t heir leap lie-r.
And the deer crouch' d in the lorc-t
And the children were at rest ;
I i1 i* was only a sound of weeping,
l-Toi.i wateher.- around a bed.
but rest to a weary -j irit,
I’oaee to tbe ipiief d< ad
Aiieiaidt A Proctor.
1

mnubur of the •'Southern Historical .So-

ciety Papers,"
revived

as

some

interesting

Female

Lobbyist.

She is always painted in the roseate
hues of health and beauty and represented
To read
as rioting in ill-gotten gains.
Don 1’ialt’s description of these women
( lie would think that
they always .succeeded in getting through any hill or claim
they have an interest in, and are paid
such large sums that they can live sumptuously, hut he tells us nothing of the
poor w retch who loses all and gains nothing. Such a one died here the other day.
She came to Washington a few years ago
as pretty and ns good a young girl as ever
lived. She was brought up in one of the
Western States, and when her parents
died and left her destitute she came to the
capital to lind some man of intlucneo whom
she knew, to try and persuade hi n to get
her a clerkship, lie did so. She was all
able clerk and was liked and respected by
all. It was at this period of her life that
1 made her acquaintance. Seeing her
death in the papers the other day I made
inquiries as to her fate in the intervening
years. 15y one of those senseless and
wholesale dismissals of clerks she had
been loft without the means of subsist-

[from the Baltimore .Sun.]

Above tin* \ iok t hills the sunlight’s glory
Hung like a crown oi gold,
And tV'Uu the imhle church the organ’s anthem
A down ! he stillness rolled.
A-- i. *’ed ", ve the people for (iod’s worship;
But in his study chair
-a: unheeding. while the south wind
rile pa-;
a,ressi’d liis snow-white bail

••1

Tho

Wliat tko South Has Hone for the K-e- {

Dismissal.

*-\Vi need
younger man to stir 1 lie people
And lead them to the fold,”
The deacon* said; “we ask your resignation,
Because—you're growing old.”
1 he pa-tor bown d hi- deacon out in silence,
A ml tenderly the gloom
Of twilight hid him and his hitler anguish
Within the lonely room.

facts are

11 the contributions which tiie

South has made to the military and civil
service of the republic. Beginning with
the fact that tiie eomiiiandor-in-ehief of
tiie first, great rebellion was a Virginian,
it is added that Hie South furnished troops
out of all proportion to the number of her
population. Almost all the ballle-liehls ol
the X'orth were drenched with Southern
At the battle of Lbng Island
blood.
(Brooklyn) a regiment of Marylanders
(ought so stoutly and checked the British
advance so long that it was virtually destroyed. Halt the victors at Trenton and
Princeton were from Virginia. Two I tit lire
Presidents ot the I'nited States, of Southern birth, were in that battle, one ol
file only general
whom was wounded,
ollieer there slain was from Fredericksburg, Virginia, and he was commanding
w lute
1 lie retreat at
.'southern troops.
Plains was saved from disaster by a
charge of Southern troops, and at (ierinaniown a Southern brigade gained imThe. Virginia troops bore
mortal honor.
the blunt of the battle ol Brandywine. At
■Monmouth and on the plains ol Saratoga
Southern blood mingled with the NorthAlter the
ern in the battles of Ireedom.
massacre by the Indians in the valley of
Wyoming, '177b. (icotjgje Rogers Clarke ol
Virginia, with a brigade of bis countrymen, penetrated to tiie upper Mississippi,
chastised the' savages, seized £10.(100 sterling, a most seasonable nddilion to our
In the war ol IMti liarri on
currency.
and -laekson. Southern men, gained the
most laurels as shown by tile elevation ol
both of them to the presidency for their
military prowess. The most brilliant lain!
lights of that war were in defense ot New
Orleans, Mobile, C'runey Island, anti Baltimore. in which few but Southern troops
w< re
engaged. While the North may
hat e furnished more ol the naval heroes
in that contest, yet the war of lSlg was
unpopular in New England, and the South
again furnished more than her proportion
of troops. Kentucky is said to have furnished more troops lor the invasion ol
Canada than any State in the Union. If
wc read of the bloody battles in Canada
we arc struck with the number ol Southern ollicors there engaged, mostly general
ofliccrs—Wilkinson,Iz/.ard, Winder. 1 'raytoil, Scott. 'I owsnn, Brooke, (rallies, etc
flic supplies of the army in the Revolution,

was the white taue of a (lead man.
1j
the eyes wide open and staring up through
the trap. The rest of the boils’ was dimly I
outlined in the surrounding darkness. The
woman ran into the house screamiug“Mnrdev.” tin being told what was the matter
Mr Veldt and his hired man removed the
body from the cistern and found it to be
that ot the burglar. On the forehead was
a
deep wound, which had evidently bled j
On his person was found
considerably.
the silver watch stolen from the lariner, a
§10 bill, a six-barrelled revolver, cocked.
and a bunch of keys.

opening

Mouse for Bale.

White, for the Human Family.
Yellow, for Horses & Animals.

VTWO

entiousness

only

a

few hours before sin*

died.” l’oor little prairie llowcr, searched
and withered in Washington heats, inethinks you lost, your “conscientiousness”
long before your melancholy dissolution
—else you had not died like this,
[Celia
Logan's Washington Letter.

t.iiiimimt

ill !•••:.

v.

vi-n w

i: hotit i-imrae.

!
ol haion
Weil rub elated lor a slock and
milk farm, having -a (-xcellent pasture with pk-niv
of good water.
Only four mib-s from
ear.-port
Village. It has .i line orchard of about
trees, in
ion. \ «-ry healthy local ion, good
eoudi;
good hearing
neighborhood, and convenient to school. I here is
one a cl re of win at, two achi'e ol oats, and one hall
ach re ot potatoes, beat s, &c., also be I ween W a ;nl go
tons of good Knalish bay in th-- barn.
\\ ill be
-old all toget Iter it de-il ed.
1 iiis properly will he sold at a bargain, if applied
for si"1':.
I n- further particular-, terms. \c.. an
M !.1.\ ! N M. Wf IS 1 1 1 M.
ply to
•iu
>b-arsport, Maine.

in the Head, Nerv- The Yellow Cent'.nr Liniment
i'
1
11 !o ih'' t•
muscle-, cords 11 1 ih -h of
Headache, Neuralgia. Ear- hor.-t af•!*■
ami aaia.ai
I! Itas jo ioriae.l mor
a'

ous
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w »n-

Deafness. Ulcerated
Sore Throat. Sore Throat.
Swollen Tonsils. FicklingCough. Bronchitis,

ache.

Scr.s'c
-•'‘•her
l \prc

Bleeding
Lungs

spavin, strain, \\ el irails,
ami genera.! I.rv.er.r'.-', t lain till
i:i exist; nrr. fie:.! w a t tile gnat
of ii

<''i3 r• *s
S\\ eonv,

1
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s

.\i.w Vo: \, .launaiy, lspl.
“l.\ cry owner oi' hor>es s!j,»i«I.i give the f i.n \io
I.insmi ni a trial. \V-• condili
it the hesj article
>.
r u.-oil in our siahies.
'•:l. M \ o' li.
stahlr-, NAi
ij.t. A-lams l;
'•r. i»i i i
fix. s: «M.
\. >
supt. i
AI.l’.li: 1 S. oi)I N, Supt. Nat. fix. >:abl. .NVi
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by

A
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promise,
police
the village until !) o'clock, when tinthieves were beyond reach.
ISeing asked
why he delayed alarming the neighborhood, he -aid he always kept his prom-

—

*«l «juaiities are the -im-laidi.il riches ot
lie- mind: Imi ii is good breeding that sets
them oil' to advantage. [LoeUe.
<«•

I aith builds in the
dungeon and the lazarii'Mt-e it- subliniest shrines: and
up through
the roots of stone tied shill out the eve of
heaven, a-eelld the la I !• r where the augel.s
bide to and fro. ; llulvver L> lion.

which, though, is generally regarded as
bosh.
In regard to the loss of life in the

battles of the late war. General Ilill states
that since tin: introduction ol Firearms the
losses sustained in the great battles ol the

on
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airier- ami
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world have only in rare eases been -n
much as a fourth ol the troops engaged,
and tin y range from that up to one t wentieth.
The Confederates thought that
battle almost a skirmish in which their
losses did not exceed a fourth.
Fried by
this test Kuropeuu lighting lias been
I am
child’s play in comparison
ashamed for strangers to see my barefoot,
ragged boys in camp," said General Fee
to an Kngiish visitor, “but 1 would lie
glad lor all the world to see them on the
held of battle.”
It is not necessary to follow General
Hill's sketch of the political services of
the South to the country from the beginning of Washington’s administration to
that of General Grant.
Without disparaging either tin- military or the civil services ol the North to the republic, it may
be well in this centennial year to revive
the memory of what the South, too, has
done for the common country, and to \ indicate the truth ol histon

S r- on s ok Ciianoellou Kim On one
occasion the Chancellor told Mr. Kirkland
that lie was going to Richmond, and continued : "W hile there. 1 mean to call on
('hief Justice Marshall.
We don't know
each other; I shall not announce my name
at the door, but shall go in, and when I
see him. shall ask il this is Chief Justice
Marshall. On his answering in the allinn"This is Chancellor
alive. I shall say,
Kent.' Ho will he glad to meet me as 1 to
meet him, anil the Justice ami the Chan-

I .ven with
•I..I

n<it

S

1'ivqueiii
Vv »•
Hot

I

1

lit* lot will ami inclination

one

u-ily kimw hi- neighbor, ami ill-will
Mi;,: !'\ Ill'S. .ii-li^uI ill- e \cr\t bin*'.

auoth.'i beitcr il' wi- did
alway- 11'\ to put oiir-rlvc- on a par with
each otlar. [(* net lie.
.-IiuiiM know

(>m-

Um r> i- no M-m n or ceiling between our
:ul- and tin- ildiiiite lmnveiH, so there is no
bar «-r wail in tin- sou! where man. the elleet.
oa-os. and <»o«!, Ill
riiiiM-, be^in-.
The walls
11** taken away.
Wo lie <ij:-n on om- >jdo io
11 *‘
o|‘
l-'
spiritual nature, to the attributes
ok < rod.
f Kmerson,
A-

h<

A po ntl.-man is a rarer
tiling than some of utliink lor. W Iii«■ .*i ol us rail point out inanv
-mai in his e}re!o—men whose aims are
j'em r'\l",s,- truth is
instant and elevated:
who < an look tlie world honestlv in tiefare,
•11,1 :"1
'ptal. manly svmpatliy' for the inem
•"“I tile small? Wo all know a hundred w hose
-»al- are well made, and a score
who have rx'lent manners, hut ol yauith-nien. how inanv?
ia t us take a little scrap of
jiaper and each
make a li-t.
; I iiaekeray.

'I'lir most lintur.'il
v in the world is honm-ly ;m,l mural Irulli. Tnir features malm Hie
IuIy ,)( a lai'u, ami true proportions the
ln-:mty of architecture; as true measure Hint <d’
harmony and music. In poetry wliieli is all
talde Irulli is still the perfection.
[.Shaftesbury.
U

World of pains taken, and the best
years of life spent, in collecting a set of
thoughts in a college lor the conduct ol life;
and. after all. the man so ipiaiilicd shall hesitate in Ids speech to a good set of clothes, and
want common sense before an agreeable woman.
lienee il is that wisdom, valor, justice
and learning cannot keep a man in countenance
that is possessed w it It these excellencies it lie
wauls that Ulterior art of life and behavior
called good breeding. [Steele.
e

see

a

I.et. us heed we do not some!imes call that
zeal for (iod and his gospel which is
nothing
else than our own tempestuous and stormy
passion. True zeal i, a sweet, heavenly and
gentle llanie, which maketli u» active for (iod,
but always within the sphere of love.
J' never
■■alls tor lire Irom heaven to consume those
that
diller from us in theirapprelietisions. Ii is like
that lightning which
philosophers speak of.
that melts tile sword within, but singetip not
tin scabbard: it,strives to save the
soul, hut
liurleth not the body. [('udworth.

cellor will have

I
Hepublicau Testimony.
admirable man ibr public oilicc.
[New York Evening l’ost, (Rep.)
Mr. I'ildeu lias fairly earned the favor
of his party.
[Syracuse Journal, (Rep.)
Samuel J. 'I'ildeu we believe to be a
thoroughly honest man. [New York Journal of ( ommeree, (Ind.)
in public and private life, as a Democra.-t and as a citizen, his record challenges scrutiny. [New York Mail, (Ind.)
\Ve have nothing to say against Tihleu
as a man. an exemplary
citizen and a
Democrat. [Lockport Journal, (Rep )
No one will deny his eminent respectability. or venture to east any doubts upon
All

is integrity, [Brooklyn Union, (Rep.)
Mr. Tihleu is a gentleman of culture
and refinement. Ills lias been a busy life,
useful, if not great. [Utica Herald, (Rep.)
\Ve have respect lor Mr. 'i'ildeu.
We
utter nothing in disparagement of his
character or his worth. [Albany Journal,
.1

a

royal time.” According

to the Richmond newspapers, the Chancellor actually carried out his plan to the
lett“r, saying to the Chief Justice that, as
he was not certain of meeting him in the
next world, he was determined to see him
in this.
Once when he and his wife wenwalking, a person, whom the Chancellor
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Portland, Aug.

9th &

Of nil the Soldiers of Maine

10th,

Regiments.

The Kxecutive Committee have made arrangements with the Steamer City of Richmond to take
all soldiers to Portland on Wednesday, August'.Mb,
and return on Friday August 11, for $2.00 from Bel
fast and all points above on the river.
N. It. Bring your blankets, tents. Supplied on
Per Order Kx. Omni ittki:.
the Island.

Hair and Tooth Brushes!
COM US OF ALL KINKS.
A Large Lot

Selling

Low at

IIERVEV’S JEWELRY STORE.

iS/Ean Wanted
work
rpo
JL loves
Fair

on a

farm until December

1st,

one

that

farming and understands the business.
wages will be paid.

Prospect, July 27, 1870.
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“Mr. K. II. T.i»iiv lias made lor me oi er I'll I It l 'i
applications for Talents, having l>e< n smves-ful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof ofgn at
j talent and ability on his part leads im*io rei on mu mi
Aid, inventors to apply to him to procure tin ir pa
tents, as t hey may be sure of Inn ing t lie mo-t tai <
(Formerly with A. H. Mathew--, Furniture Healtill attention bestowed upon 1 heir case-, am! a!
ry
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No.
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reel,)
er,
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reasonable charges.
Would respecttully announce to the citizens of Hol.Ian I 1*7(1.
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Fourth Maine Regiment
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House,
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A ml l’riccs to suit tin* times. I shall make Coiimck
ami Drwmiry Work a specialty.
Having had quite large experience in this branch
of the business, I feel confident I shall he aide to
please all who may favor me with a call. I shall he
pleased to show samples and patterns at anytime;
also Lace Draperv put up in the latest st yles.
LAMitiai'iriN's in Cretone or Worsted (ioods cut
and made ft) order.

CENTENNIAL RE-UNION.
111 K I hunt 11 .Maine 10-ginient Association will
5 hold its Sixth Annual U«* union and participate*
in the* grand < eutenniul lie* union of all the? soldiers
ot' Maine at
r ■

Game’s!

A (io.nl Assortment ol ( Pane's and Light W alking Slicks at
JIERVEY’S JEWELRY Store.

till my old friends, and as many new
ones as will favor me with a call at my new place.
OHO. DkI’UOUX.
I remain, Respectfully,
Omos lit
Hid fast, .1 uiie 8, 1870.
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Belfast Hardware Store

Iron Ware!
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<*,rWork taken from houses ami returned witho®
extra
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Cane’s !

SLIPPER CASES AND TOWEL RACKS
in Worsted Work mounted neatly and at low prices.

Portland, Wednesday and Thursday,
August 9th and 10th.
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unless successful.
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I he* preigratnnie* will e>pen w ith a rousing Camp
Fire in City Hall on the « \ening of
when
(li ne ral Clmmhe-rlain will preside. Thursday morn
ing at efclock tln*re will he* an e*xour>ion elown the*
harbor and a mammoth Clam Bake on one of the
Islands will take plaee, in which all will participate*,
without re gard to organization. Amuse-mcnts proper
to tin* occasion will he* l'unii>lieel; after which the
regular business of the Assoriatmn will take* place.
Arrangeme nts with all the llailroads and Ste*amhoatlor 1' IM’F re‘lurn tickets, and with tin* Motels
ha\ «• been made, so that, the* whole
for re eiue’eil
expense it. is expected will not e*xccod $1.7.'*, and
A. I>. IMvAN, Prex’t.
the fare* one way.
A. I>. ( mask, Itegiinental Clerk.
Be lfast, July L’7, i>70.
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Gold Medal Awarded to the Author by the
“National Medical Association."
March 31st, I37G.
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RICHMOND.
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Piano for Sale !

MAINE.
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No. 13 Plienix Row,

Kncli package contains a Ireati-e on Catarrh and
I >r. Sanford's I mproved 11dialing Tube. Price
I .oo.
Por sale by l>ni<j£is{s everywhere. Wi-.l !-.
b
Po l l liP, Poston, <ietieral \ cents.
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FRENCH’S Stove Store.

D.

James W. Clark
3
To. 4 Buifinch St, Boston, Boots,Shoes tc
Rubbers,
Opposite Revere House.
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disliked came up and shook hands with
f\ AUEN I b WAN ! t-J !
the Chancellor, and the latter said, “(Had
id
a
to meet you, sir.”
Alter they parted,
It. sells faster than any other book ever pubi .-do d.
lletsey reproached her husband willt his < hie A^rent sold .1 copies
in ! .1 iy. sribl for
exhypocrisy. To which he replied, “1 was tra terms to atmnts. Nat iomil Piihli.-himr Com.. any,
glad to meet him; but 1 should have been Philadelphia, Pa.
very sorry if lie had been going our wav.”
AGENTS to Cimvm
On coming home from court, one day, the WAWTFft
"
* * *
< .or.
a lit lie III ic ami
eoinpb-te ton
(diauceilor said to Ins wife (whom he was //in/(.v, Ilur next President, l.v C..P lb 11. Couvveli.
Now is the oi.poit unity. Tim people a:e read'.in (lie habit of consulting about his eases) it.
Address It. Jb pi sspi.;., Piihli-dmi, id ton,
that lie had been trying a troublesome Mass.
ipiestion—whether a certain cooking stove
was a fixture.
“Well,” asked the practical woman, “does it bake well 1”’ “Yes,
1 believe so,” was the reply. "Then it's a
1
fixture, or ought to he,” said the good
He
had
been
much
lady unhesitatingly.
annoyed by the irregular practice of a solicitor. who resided in Troy, and who was
more vigorous and energetic than learned,
and one day a Iriend found him turning
and talking to himself in violent terms of
disparagement of this solicitor. "Well,
A man of noted lioaltli was asked Ion ii
Chancellor,” said his Iriend, “why did you was
he seemed to be nlw.ivs uvll. “1 am ted parlet him in your court“Let him in, let ticular in my meals: I ai whut I 1 ik«•; amiulun
him in. siri’” cried the Chancellor, im- j ever 1 feel under tin* weather, I resort to my
Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient,
patiently; “1 didn't let him in, sir; he
M i
:-.an, :.r
broke in, sir; he broke in.” His son Wil- which 1 keep nlwa .in the house
II
dot
mu resoreconomical as well.
liam, who owned a country place in Yew means lor relief. He uses Nature’s r< im to\iolent
dv. in the
Jersey, found his revered lather, who was shape ol this aperi-n:.

dow, which was open. Just then the form
of a man appeared, running across the garcapacity
den. Feldt tired at him, but the retreating
worth something as
[New York Graphic, (Ind.)
burglar kept on his way, scaled the fence
lie lias always had the reputation of and disappeared. The room down stairs
high personal character, and his opposi- had been thoroughly ransacked and a numtion to the Tweed gang of thieves has ber ot articles wore missing, among them
a
silver watch belonging to tin; farmer.
even placed him in some degree among
political reformers. Mr. Tilden is a man An examination of the garden next day
of great wealth, and is generally recog- revealed the fact that Feldt’sshot had taken
nized, we should say, as a thoroughly sale, effect, for the cabbages through which the
conservative person. [Troy Whig, (Rep.) burglar had run wore spotted with blood
We speak from no parlizan interest or along his track. The trail could not be folfeeling when we say that the Democratic lowed after hi; climbed the leuce, and no
State Convention of New York did well clew to his whereabouts were found until
to nominate so eminent, able and ropula- Sunday, when the farmer’s daughter went
able a citizen as Samuel .1. Tilden as its to the cistern to draw some water. She
candidate for governoi, and equally well let her bucket down, and it came in contact
i 1 adopting as one of its principles, “A with something which prevented its sinkFree 1’ress—No Gag Law.” Mr. Tilden ing. Miss Feldt peered down into the cisis the worthy bearer of a standard with tern and started back in horror at the sight
this patriotic and glorious inscription. that met her gaze. Plainly revealed by
the light that streamed down through the
[New York Ledger, (Ind.)
an
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been there since last
Friday'
It seems that about o :Si) that
evening be
called at the
Alaltawaumkeag hotel and
was given some iood, lie then started
on
his way, and went into the woods at Sunken
bridge, and while looking lor a spot to
camp stepped into the trap. He had a lile
and axe with him, and during the time he
was in the
trap cut oil two of the teeth
which entered his foot. Had he spent his
strength in filing on the spring in a few
hours lie could have released himself. He
says that he did not taste the food which
he had with him. To obtain water he
dug
two holes, each about two feet
deep. His
foot does not seem to be
injured very badly. J he trap did not shut tight enough to
stop the blood from circulating. He is not,
considering tin; time be was confined, as
much exhausted as would be expected.
Hie guttering that lie underwent must
have been terrible. lie looks to bo about
sixty years old.

own

a::l

<

AND
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personal character is so tar
above reproach that it will rolled honor
SOLD HY ALL Dili <i:. 1< i>'.
at a dangerous height in a
upon his associates. [ New York Tribune, visiting him,
cherry tree, enjoying the fruit, and be(Ind.)
<*>
v, oi! son. ciia
We respect Mr. Tihleu personally, and sought the old gentleman to come down
|>svcm>jiax<
How eithe r sex
1
fascinate ami gain 1 he
at once, carefully, “and never mind ap- loveand att'eetions ofanv may
are glad to have an honorable opponent
personi hey choose^ instantI
his
all
the
cheerart
cun
ly.
possess, Ire.-, 1>. mail, lor g.iei s;
in the coming campaign.
[Buft'alo Ex- pearances.” “.My son,” replied
ful old gentleman, “1 am used to elevated together with a Marriage Cuide, Lgypiian Oracle,
press, (Rep.)
to
Ladies, etc. l.oocpto-i sold. A
Dreams, Hints
A man ot unquestionable integrity and stations, and know how and when to de- queer book. Address T. MIL!.I AM Nr
Pub’s,
great ability, against whom nothing can scend with dignity.” [Albany Liw Jour- Philadelphia.
be laid on the score of qualiliealion or ex- nal.
perience. [New1 York Express, (Ind.)
A correspondent ot the
liangor CommerMr. Tilden is a highly respectable canA buhl burglar who undertook tu ply his
cial at Alaltawaumkeag, -July 17th. writes
OF THE
didate, and no man in the State who trade in a Philadelphia farm house, met a
Inly 1 th, when coming over Sunken wishes to see the return of the Democrats reception that will serve as a
to
warning
bridge, about three miles from this place to power need be ashamed to vote for him. his profession in that
vicinity hereafter.
this alternoon, the driver of the 1’ tten
York
Simon
a
rich
German
was
Feldt,
Times,
A complete list, of American Newspapers, numberfarmer,
(Rep.)
[New
stage, Air. Charles A. Heavy, heard a man
We congratulate our Democratic friends awakened about midnight by a peculiar ing more than eight thousand, with a (inzatteer of
:ill
the* towns and cities in which t hey an- published ;
for
crying
help. Having no one with him on being led by so respectable a standard noise near his bedroom door. Suspecting Historical
and Statistical sketches of the Creut
but a sick man, he could not leave his
bearer as Samuel J. Tihleu. It is a good burglars, he jumped out of bed, upsetting Newspaper Establishments; illustrated with
team.
of the principal Newspaper PuddArming here he started back to sign of the times when even the Democ- a chair and making considerable noise. ous engravings
see il
ings. Hoot; ok t’/M) Paoks, just issm <|. (Mailed,
any one was in trouble. Going back racy can nominate such a man. [Pough- Instantly the sound of
to
address for :t.‘» ets. Apply (inducrapidly
paid,
retreating
any
post
into the woods some
twenty rods he found keepsie Eagle, (Rep.)
price) to Sui’K111NTi-'.nI>i-:n r or ni; Nkwsivvfootsteps was heard on the stairs. Feldt ing
an Indian
l'l’.K Pavilion, Centennial Crounds, Philadelphia,
in
a
bear
As
caught
He is a man ol' ability anil integrity, anil seized a shotgun that stood in the corner
trap.
quickNew York.
ly as possible lie released him, and learned bis selection by the Democracy as their of his room and ran to his bedroom win- or American News Co.,
EVERY ADVERTISER NEEDS IT.
that, he had
Mr. Tilden's
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to it extraordinary merits

Immediately if Wanted.
mu .Miii- r m ret. now occupied

met ion upon the
iuel Or/ it!, .•special <*a'-e taf en with
term.- in:juire at lit Alain Street.
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Etotn y i»> 1.* Ions
A ir*io.i Orchard up.-u tiio premise-. for
niis.
further path h ider< applv to the suVcriher.
KAN’.. I! AHA PEN.
? f.;:;
Belfast.
in it.
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s
of s acre
;.;is■ 1
v\’ood-iio;i-e and :i iarire Haiti.
ll.i, rut annual,
upon tile p:e-

'A
a
1 .rrier
Liniment v, i'l ho at a trilling <m
flics. Lie.inienf <are arrant eh. *> the proprietors,
uml :: lint!!. wol in- given to any Fat: i<
or IT,\-ie in
who 11 -" i.' t. > ie.-t huii. sold • •voryuliere.'

s n ; \ m !•:i;

A. Ilavford, Kvp, l'.x Mayor,
l>* !ta-t, Me.
Israel ( ox, (ien'l Ins. Agent,
Harrison Ha;, ford, 1 arn.-T,
P. M. Moodv, Horst* Trainer,
S. ,!. I)« an, Prop, of 1.i very >; aide, IN*, kland
K’n II W.S* a\ *•;.. Hotel hi •’■per, No N.-a. p-• r:.
k'dwrt <
.Vim *, 11‘iiinsli r,
d. W. 1>luck. Deputy Sin rilf,
.1. M I i avX ('■»., >! ay-• Prop *., P.llswort 'i,
W. 1.. < 'leave-'. Prop ol l.iv. Stable Stockton,

jp!IHOMES

present:

Ellsworth and Bangor.

AND SOKKS <>N Al l,

IT. \ I > of the la!.
u
John
Ilaradrn situated
a
S
< diltvh >iivet, is ltow olirn (1 fur
>'lA' !o Close the < state.
]
-—u^m.au—
I j.,. j)i i)) < rty cor.si-t uf.ivcr r>.o.10
tret of Land, loo'(Tt ,ui Church Strci f, and more
than do ft t .let;., with btiildiny- t loreon in pmod
condition.
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ises.
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•lli' l'’ liltl-t. In* e!a--e- !" \ « iy true; hut
’hmk hovv mys!eri*)ii- and often unueeountable
1-. the I ot 1 e r.\ ol l;|e wliieh give- this man
tin- purph* and line linen, and sends to the other
i';.-'-- 1-• r garnn ids and d»gs f.r
eoiuhirtms.
\ unity l air.

A d lr«-i*rlif iiiM't In*
mvotnpunii-d hv (fill of Lading
in dupiiea:Ail 11fit:hi hill- nni>t T•«■
paid on d* lt\
"A of yoods
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Valuable Rea! Estate for
Sale!

\Acg. 17. 1'.‘
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eoil-

Johnson,

P.

FARE TO BOSTON,
$2.50
3.65
LOWELL,
Centennial Tickets via Fall River
and Stoninqton.
15.00
Via. Norwich.
14 00

lUtMinn

v.

1 have us. i over one gro- el
{'•‘fiEiifir ilantiucnt. \el!<>w wrepp r, on the
mules o I i,r. plant at ion, be.-i'h-s <!o/.en- oi tin- fami!v
! •iiiiim ’il i'or :.i\ negroes.
! v, ant to purchase it at
1 lie v. !ioie>ale pric-. ami w ill J haul, y >u
•
hip i:i•
!'
.sr.ViUllUI'l sp :inV.Tonegro>s o! caca kind. .Me>sj>.
“t«i n

'•

»

and

Capt. J.

M’ill
i:
r.>r !:• *-lon even Mmi l.t.
W'Mi.t s«la>, I ii’ii '*!a v- ami >atmday, nl
V. M.
E« furwill ]<■:ivi■ l.nsTnN rVrry Mondr.
Tuesday, I Imradav.’aud Friday af •» 1 J I*. M.
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-M. like liif• -tin. wliieh melts vva\
haideii-, eiay. expands gfit soul- and
lfuels had hearts.
[ Ui\ al'ol.
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Improved Dental Plates.
Particular attention given to making andinsert ing
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e*l in Rubber or Celluloid Rase, as pcrsi
He has the country right for the use of

M<>PY no LSI. with
ipiarter of an an acre of land.
Centrally located, corner of Court
and Park Streets; lias a small barn
in connection, also cistern, good
we!! of water, fruit trees, etc.
The house has been
itted to accommodate two families, and has all conveniences for micIi.
Person wishing to examine
property or make inquiries will call at No. V.' Court
•Street.
CjPelt'ast, July ‘yO, ls?ti.
tf:{

Two Sloamors on the I’onto! Fmir Trips por Work,

The Tovvnsonton (Mil.) I'tihm Ins the
artiticial teetlt.
tllf>
story in regnul to th’ve tre.i-mv
seekers hailing Irom this Slat", "On Friday, 7th, three gentlemen Irom .Maine v;
ited the premises ol l>r. Geo. i‘. t:.,rse, at
1 .a-r Liniments are simply tit.' wonder of the
Gardenville, Twellth District, and asked world, fin ir etl'ects are littie less than marvellous,
•; t:r>n;i:s,
wholksai.k
are some thing-; which they will not do.
a
certain
to
yet
spot, where, I there
permission digut
will not cure cancer or mend broken bones,
Nos. 175 A 177 Commercial Street,
Iiey
they stated, money had been buried four- but they will always allay pain. They have straightl)r. florae allowed, them ened linger-, cured chronic rheumatism of many
teen years ago.
posrnwMT >. m k.
standing, ami taken the pain from terrible
the privilege, and after some little time, ..ears ami
burns
-'-aids, which iia- never bceu done by any I
l-AIJCi:
T\V0.ST01iY
IIOL'SK
A
V
with the assistance of a book >i directions, other article.
feynMUpO J V Mtnu:. d on a very sjghtlv spot
SPECIALTIES.
R.iiiiineiit i- for the liuimm iamat Winter-port, iower village, in fall
drawing lines from different points ami .!'.She
atijnSTriB
It will drive Itheumatism. Srinlica and Neuralview ol the Bay and Fiver, witli a
Tobaccos, Teas, Molasses and
making oilier observations, they com- gia from the s;> s em ; cere Lumbago, < 'hillblain-, small orchard and
land enough for a largo garden,
to dig in a potato patch, and !'ai-y, Itch, and most Cutaneous Lniptions; i* \
Coffees
a good
well of water, and a cistern. The above
(Mice, ami ai nisi. aucr vanny trying wnai menced
true;; fro-l from frozen liaml- ami fee:, ami the
inches and lviino
situation stands east and adjoining Fawver Kelley’s
is so well known here as “to
Coffees Roosted Daily "ill* the Burns'
liifo* a>i*l
of venomous repget back” after digging eighteen
residence.
Fm---dilMotm
VlVY<».
by
Patent
Roaster,
she was persuaded by a bad friend to try ing a verv heavy stone, they drew urn a tile-; i: subdu'
swellings, and alleviates pain «.|
Is;
;tli
April
.Monroe, Waldo *'o., Me.
kind.
Wholesale Alm-hI for
her luck at lobbying. For awiiile she had large pot, as much as two ot them could every
Lor -a wains or brai-es it is (he most potent remedv
a little run of prosperity, but soon sucGlobe Mills Standard Spicescarry. They put two small boxes In the ever discuv ereil. I he t'entaur Liniment is Used
For
or Rent.
cumbed to tiie total and pestiferous intlu- hole and Idled it up, saying to one of Urn with great eilicacy for Sore fin-oat, £ notiiaclie,
J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman
£';rJ;«*«B BBr«» .**{«*, 1 araclie, and \Y< ak Lack, flu
would
return
in
that
three
servants
so
sonmeli unscrupulous male
they
enee ot
I ¥ orsF. with an Acre and a hall
o
(hnn -7
follow ing i- but a -ample o. mimt rou- te.-t iimmial^
I
R
of
laud
for
sale
or rent,
one
off
which
drove
in
after
the
weeks,
they
.!
<
IN >t \ n A ! 1* >\!:
ciety. With an intant in her arms, she
I n !>., .May gs, ’r:.
(,f the new hous.
on Belmont
The
of
Baltimore.
next
direction
“1 think ii mv da:
inform von that 1 have suftell into tiie direst need when deserted by
day they
Jre,J / .g-'.*? M$**- A\ entie. I i-rnis easy. Kinpiire of
mind with swollen fe«-: iml elumis. I have
Flan (,. W! I.FS.
the man who had betrayed her. tier child returned, bringing in a art a large liug- fered
no: hi eii :!••• from tin
\\»
in eight years.
dings
Belfast, l b.-jp, lsrt;.
tt'lo
died—she broke her leg and became a pole and the German Hag. which they Nam jierieci!y wall, thank- to the Centaur
I he ! .in imeni on a lit to be applied warm.
erected directly over the spot where the,
I .ini meat.
want
remorse
and
shame,
T""*
o
*a
cripple—grief,
Li vawtiN Li;iiwn.”
took out the pot containing, according to
k arm tor bale,
soon destroyed her beauty, and tier career
,1 t .!'• 1 rid.
! ho J Ui H it
11
r.'i i III ill', il is ll;Ul.l V,
had lost her all tier friends. Comforted their statements, gold.'’
it i" c!n t;i. ami <
! F \ 1 1 1) in Searsporf.
ry family shouM have il.
Finely lo
to til'' -mk ami lii'il-riililt-n, 1halt ami lame, to
and supported by some kind hearted colSI fated on Mount
K]diriam road and
1111' \Vi»«11j i• i
!
ire, we -a
‘{’naif .uui i*«*
known
as
the
Whiitnm
Farm.
It c-*nored people, the once dashing lobbyist
£®S> S 3
| 'itailrd
i £j 2 £ k-fjs tain about mi achres of good laud, sail
breathed her last. In describing her end
To t!:
ii:~tre~-’i (l who ha\«■ spoilt tileir
divided-t
and
wood
j j» *j
ably
iie!d-.pa uruge,
s nie.ih -u-, a hoM!.-. i'Cratiiur
1 "A 0 0 = | moil- t »r n
land, well feuct 1.
i’roduces from l.« to
the old darkey said : “She lost her consci■feii.iwarfr.
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eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much I ess painful
and tedious than by the old method--. T<<: h in--

Mouse for Sale.

following

Thought
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Successor to Dr*. C. MOORE.
^I;|y .-till be found at the old stand of
CL’,
■!lDr. Moore, corner of Church and
!:,... ,
„!|
s,.ri„s .-M-is. II
improved instruments lor operating upon teeth, in

ed, having a line view of the
lor sale owing to poor health of the owner. Knqiiire
the premises of MPS. lMILPL PKNDLKTON'.
iw:»*
Nortliport, July t*o, lsy,;.
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1'iie Albany Argus gives tin: details ut
Tho Chx’istian Life.
tbe robbery on Aednesday morning at the
! k hat 1: its barren years,
residence of S. 1!. McCoy o! Waterford, a
and
lithe
W'ia a blossoms iiill untimelv down
stove lnanufaeurer of Albany.
The burgA h-m ripened fruit .pi- fails t«> cron n
cured
lli' -i.miner toil; when nature's frown
lars. ten in number, etleeted an entrance
I <uks only on our tear-.
to tin- house through a kitchen window.
■i?
.'o ';
*-'5
3Pi'*’0
]
file hath il faithless day
;'
S atiSj ->*
:i»
>? I;1
They first entered the room occupied bv
in
poidea proud.-.• .-fa morn,
Miss MeCov, in which slept a largo watch
I hat
med for lipht and pladne-s born,
The only safe and always reliable reined; lor tin'
-Meant only noontide wreck and scorn,
dog. They threatened to shoot her if she immediate relic I and
w p
permanent nit e of very
II asht d harp instead ol prai- e.
refused to silence the dog.
1'iie lady faintorn and stajjo ot Catarrh. l! i- a mediciim pure a
ted and the robbers ransacked the room
fife hath its valleys too,
distilled water and C obtained entirely by distillau’!n re we must walk with vain regret.
and found a gold locket
1 hey then en\N t ii morninp dotlied. with wild rain
•an
tion of certain herhs and j>hmt where’:;
wet,
of
tered
tin;
room
Mr.
and
Mrs.
1 on aid
.niiaht hopes that so«»n mav -et.
McCoy. tial medicinal principle is
me <dc .dned, while
and in the war of is RE came largely from Mr.
Ali ijtienchi d in pitying dew.
was
aroused
from
his
slumber
McCoy
II i- enevery particle of woody fibre i- reb-cted.
the South.
fit" hath it- harvest moods.
by a blow from the- ringleader and disIt laIn the Mexican war the commanders ol ; covered that bis room was tilled with men tirely unlike every ot her befey tin- piddle. and ! hos<*
ded corn and purjde weighted vim
who have tri. 1 all oilier remedies :i
n-wnredon
it- pal hen d -In av es el pi am, the blessi d -ipn
both American armies were \ irgminns. j armed witii revolvers, which were directed
< M
the honor of the general admits t,.a 1 liN medicine
pi cut. ..ii reajii np, lea .ii. and pure, rich wine
became
President,
I
whom
one
j
i all hearts lor harvest times.
(Taylor)
towards him. They interrogated him as has and will
accomplish all that i- e!:iiiaed f<«r i;.
and the other an utisucecssiul candidate! to the whereabouts of his
file hat h its hopes fufill.d
money and valuo!
Two-thirds
the
for the presidency.
I: piad fruition-, its Id- -j, answered
ables
Alter hesitating soniewhathesaid:
prayer,
v
eter t..r waiting loop, wiio.-e hoi. air
volunteer troops ol that war were font
i have enough shot in the house for From tiie we I-, nowa maker cf Yn'e's
Hoys,
ludiawn to silent souls breathes forth in iare
Even in the late eh il war the
the South.
f and speech, by joy distilled.
y on all, but y ou have the advantage of me.
Mammoth 1 ent.
I sadore <'. ( .illici t.
Federal President was a Southern born Lower that revolver from
my head and
<.Vnth .in n,- -l have sullhred ten years tram tin
man, and the first commander-in-chief, take what you want." 1 hey found s7b in worst forms ot A1 a n. » \ r A1; 11, <r-n
;s
ll
'A In never
K i-.At*. that ever atllicted 1 aerial era a.
whose plan for the subsequent conductor eurrerev in the
pocket of his pantaloons. took a lre-di cold il would settle i a lev
e
Jewels of
and Devotion. ol the war was probably that which was 1 hey then asked lor his gold watch and tin* most iol'-uf snee/iiptr, uc.v>:11j?■:11>•he::••.I 1.wh.'t iti"
finally successfully acted on. was a Vir- chain, which he was
n.i nose,
i
compelled to produce, ces-ive discourses froi my <•;.«
i:;’> n-e. an :
What i-' 111i-• d irk, nod iif**
md Sherman, i he riibhers then usket 1 where "Ld's" room days and days my sull'emur wwiei
Nev. to (.rant
It « nmiot he
ginian.
in mv loins and I a I -, wmi I cinn
An empty 1 i! hie on I ...u
settling
linully
boundless -••a,
were,
whose lending military conceptions
A e\i r. daring a ii
was, as it
< .ed ii], :«» ;! mi a liith imuueid lie re.
acquainted with the family. my life miserable 1'w ’•a mon:!i.
*•'
a
1
ah’ «
n ni] -r:n
I ie• sink lo night and darlcm -< and
sutlerin^r, w:n 1 :1
perhaps, derived from (mi tral Scott, the They then marched him to “Ld's’’ apart- mv
despair.
ever trie |.
v.. ekfrom
mediciec
I
relief
anv
fhr«
W li> i«-Ne. e.edi higii and glorious thought,
most successful Federal generals were
mi nt and demanded id the
!
occupant his au«>, w!:ile suiferini; !.••••• a the u.. •.? ‘lack i ever
it-pira* ions fr* »ni tie- < onihe:. I e uight,
viz.
:
Thomas.
men.
Southern
of
a
v\via>1:t>'
v
Canby,
had.
!
bottle
K\n<
" hich h
watch
and
which
he refused to
procured
lnoiiev,
aj> like angels from tin- templed shrine,
>•..
• U f
< fI man s
( i'lli
\a \ 1:i:ii.
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Savings

Bank.

REMOVED to their new Ranking Room
to n*
in Custom House Si'piare, an*
eeive deposits, placing the same on interest on tin*
and
and
ember,
Sept
first days of June, July, August
December, January, February and March. Interest
of
,1
une
being computed on same, the lirst, Mondays
and December.
on
Sundays and
Deposits received daily, (except
Legal Holidays,) from to 1J A. M., and 2 to I P. M.
Saturdays Rank closes at. R*, noon.
ASA FALNCE, Prest.
John II. yiaMBY, Treua.*
tf
Belfast, June 8th 1874.

prepared

D.

SALE

AT

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

American
Main Street,

Hotel.

BoHiist, Mo.

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors
J. n. Tl'CKKU.

11. F.

Tkckkb.

Coucln'.s to convey puiat-iiRera to nml from the car.
and boats.
Sanipb* Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Hoarding Stable connected with the
House.

Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.-tfl3

